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Attend The
,CHURCH
Of Your Choice
This Sunday
Number Thirteen

eeei
In less than three weeks, On
April 13, the final date for filing for public office will be at
hand. After that date there remains about six weeks of hard
campaigning
before
election
day on May 28. Some people
still ask u.s about this early
primary ....and
many people
just can't believe that the election will be in May instead of
August, as it had been for
many years before.
It is a little hard to visualize a blistering hot, August,
every four years, without seeing a candidate for office,
sopping his (or her) brow
and asking .for your "vote and
Influence". Yes, indeed, those
were the good old days
when all the churches had ice
cream suppers .. all the homemaker groups had barbecue
suppers ... nearly always somebody came up with a talent
show.
... and there were all the
candidate*. handing out cards
and smiling bigger and friendlier than they had for four
years.
---My heart goes out to a candidate running for public office
How nice it would be if candidates, with a record of good
service behind them could go
out and say .....I've done my
best to serve (that is if they
have).., and I think you ought
to re-elect me." But tain't so,
and I suppose, in the long run
Its better to have some good.
clean competitive races every
now and then.

Gene Williamson

Laurence-Holland

1950

1951

THE NEWS WANTS PICTURES OF ALL
CHILDREN NEXT THURSDAY-FRIDAY

Sabra Evans
1953

Final Corn Loan
Date Is March 31
Mr. Roy C. Gray, Chairman
of the Kentucky State ASC
Committee, told reporters today that March III, 1957 has
been set as the final date of
availability for 1988 crop farmstored corn loans and purchase
agreements.
Mr. Gray urged 'all producers who ire interested in securing a farm-stored loan or
purchase agreemert to contact
their local ASC office at an
early date, since a loan cannot be granted unless the .corn
has been inspected and approved by March 31.

Sara Bushart
1964

0. E S. PRESENTS
SPRING FASHIONS
HERE FRIDAY MITE

Dr,

D. 1, Jones
1955

U. Gov. Waterfield
To Present Award

Citizen ofthe Year
To Be Named Here
At Dinner April 3

Thursday and Friday, April opportunity to catch a likeness
4 and 5, are the big days for of your child or chiRlren at
the picture taking of your the present stage for the pleasEleven Local Stores,
youngsters! The News is hav- ure you will get out of it in
Forty Models Will
ing pictures taken of all chil- frture years and for the pleasdren who ere brought by the
ure you will enjoy in seeing
Participate
parents or tither guardian to it in print. You will want to
Eleven Fulton retailers will
the News; Ciffice between 10 a.• clip it from this, your home
present forty local models in
A Fulton citizen, whose devoted work has contributed
m. and 5 p m absolutely free town newspaper, and preserve
the annual Eastern Star Fas- much to the life and progress of this community will be
of charge
it for the youngster when he
hion Show, to be held Friday honored when The Fulton County News and Radio StaThe News wants a picture a or she grows up.
night in Carr Auditorium.
tion WFUL presents its Citizen of the Year Award on
your child to print in its forthThere is absolutely no charge
The show gets underway at
coming feature. "Citizens of or obligation for taking the
7:30 p. m. Music during the Wednesday, Aprli 3 at Smith's Rose Room. Time of the
Tomorrow", a series of photo- pictures. Parents don't even
evening will be furnished by dinner is seven o'clock.
graphic studies of local child- have to be a subscriber to the
Mrs. Martha Logan, organist.
The name of the award has been changed this year
The 0 E. S. announces the from Man of the Year to Citizen of the Year, since the
Indeed it is, which brings ren. The more we get the bet- News nor even a reader. You
following firms and models:
back to mind why I started on ter the feature will be, so the do not have to purchase picperson to be honored may be either a man or a woman,
Dotty Shop — Mrs. Martha
this column. Do you realize, cooperation of the mothers and tures either, though you may
enthusiasm was manifest in the award in
Considerable
lathers
is
urged.
obtain additional prints by arLuther, Mrs. Vada Belle Pucdear citizens of Fulton, that
woman, Mrs. Ward Bushart, was given the
a
when
1955,
that
It often seems to parents
ranging direct with the Studio
kett, Miss Judy Page and Miss
less than three weeks remain
want
if
you
annual honor for the first time in the history of the aSusan McDaniel.
to file fqr public office and children are little one minute representative
P. H. Weeks — Miss Nancy ward. This year too, Radio Station WFUL joins the Fulsave for the city judge, not and are grown up the next. them. That is entirely up to
Word was received in Union
be City Tuesday afternoon from Bushart, Al Bushart, Mrs. E. ton News in making the recognition of a citizen whose
ONE person has filed either so fast does a child's growing you! Appointments may
pass. Here is a splendid made by calling 470.
Company, F. Crocker, Miss Janis Carter, contributions and devotion to duty will be honored.
the H. K. Porter
for the Council or for Mayor stage
Pittsburgh, that plans for a and David Puckett.
of the City of Fulton? All of
Lt.-Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield will present the award.
K. Hornra's — Mrs. Charles
proposed $4,000.009 plant in
us know, of sours*, that the
Union City have been sudden- Walker, Mrs. Johnny Holland,
jobs of councilman or Mayor
For the past six years this Jonesly dropped and that r refer- Mies Laraine Melds sad Miss :taste:paper has ,chosen to
of Patton are not este, that
in* PPINVolo will be dramof the
Sarah
Lane:
endum vote scheduled to be
people fight over. The pay .is
view anal commend the actlei-7-Miked along the line
Leader Store — Miss Ella
show "This Is Your
television
conducted
Thursday (today)
ridiculous, the duties are many,
and
his
Fultoman
some
of
ties
should be likewise abandoned. Doyle, Miss Joan Tune, Miss worthy contributions to the Life" when many local citizens
and the gratitude for such pubverifying the news, Cynthia Campbell, and Miss community. Previous citizens will take part in the program.
After
be service i* almost non-existThe identity of the person
Mayor Graham announced that Margaret Ann Newton.
ent
chosen as "Men of the year"
Noffel's Store — Miss Nancy are: Laurence W. Holland, sup- selected is kept secret until the
the referendum that was to
Hickman resident
Hickman Lawyer
have
been
held
to permit Holland, Miss Patsy Grooms, erintendent of public. schools; night of the award. The selecIs a Farmer And
But be that as may, the posPreviously Held The'
Union City to float a bond is- Miss Sandra Brown, and Miss Gene Williamson, general man- tion is made by a secret com"guild
sibility of getting good men to
ing
Tradesman
Office For 8 Years
who deconstruction Barbara Davis.
ager of Browder Milling Com- mittee of Fultonians,
run for public office exists
TO THE VOTERS OF FUL- sue for building
James
H.
Aniberg.
lawyer,
Tiny Toggerv — Mike Hatwould be called off.
pany: Sebra Evans, trainmaster termine the selection.
greatly, if peryips the present
TON
COUNTY:
resident of Hickman and a
field, BrendrIlarker, Meredith
Reservations for the dinner
of the Illinois Central Railroad,
Mayor and Council would take
I, Harry L. White, take this
former Fulton County AttorMillar and. Mike Gossum.
Mrs. Bushart and Dr. D. L. may be made either at the
some immediate action to make
means
to
announce
as
candiney, announces today that he
Irby's Fashion Shop — Mrs
News office or at the Radio
running for city offices more
is again a candidate for the date for the office of Fulton
Jimmie Jackson and Miss Ann
Station. The tickets are $1.50
attractive. I am convinced, as office subject to the Democratic County Tax Commissioner. I
Fallper person and since the Rose
have been a resident of Fulyou are, that the reason for primary on May 28th.
Clarice Shop — Miss Barbara
Room can accomodate 125 perthe lack of interest in local
Ann Boyd, Miss Joan Carter.
sons comfortably, it is urged
Mr. Amberg's announcenient ton County for 46 years, a graduate of Hickman Higfe,School,
public office is becanse busi- follows:
An Easter egg hunt will be Mrs. Jack Carter and Miss
that tickets be secured at once.
a
World
War
n
serve
oversea,
‘
vetnessmen who want to
staged in Fulton on Easter Norma Owen.
TO THE RESIDENTS OF
eran.
their community must do so at FU.LTON COUNTY:
Sunday at the city park. sponGrisham and Butterworth -I am married and the father, sored by the American Legion Herbert Cathey.
the risk of personal loss in
Having been privileged to
time and perhaps money.
have served in the capacity of of two small children, own ray and various local merchants.
Kasnow's
—
Miss
Mary
The Legion announced this Charles Herring, Miss Sandra
Fulton County Attorney in the home on Troy road, Route 1,
All Interested Farmers
Hickman,
where
I
reside
with
week
,
that
it
plans
to
strew
Those pesky complaints that past, I am familiar with the
Laird, Miss Joan Maynard and
Invited; Marketing
Are
my
family
and
mother.
10,000 eggs around the grounds Miss Janice Page.
beset a Councilman are mad- duties of this office and feel
Specialist
Will Attend
I
have
followed farming and for the young folks of Fulton,
For the second time in two
dening. Oftentimes council qualified by experience to ren(Continued from Page 5)
Dr. George Marlow, vege- tries, an
the building trades the most of and will hide N arious prize
all-star
basketball
meetings are littered with pro- der efficient service.
specialist
from
the
table crop
team of Obion Countians has
merchandice and
blems about Joe Doalts' water
If entrusted with the atten- my life. I have also passed the eggs worth
University of Kentucky, will won over a combined Pultonwill examination required by the money.
line, Mary Does' gas heater, a dant
responsibilities, I
be at the Water Valley school Hickman County team in the
bump in the street in front conduct the affairs of the of- Revenue Dept. to file for this
next Tuesday night at 7:30 p. annual
Lions
Club
all-star
A fice to the best of my ability. office.
of John Smith's house
m. to discuss the program to game.
I feel that I am fully quali- Union University
influence
is
vote
and
Your
councilman should not have to
be followed by local farmers
fied to serve you eficiently as
The 1957 game, played here
such' earnestly solicited and will be
Choir Coming Here
himself
with
concern
•
who are growing early .toma - Monday night in
your
tax
commissioner.
If
you,
Carr gym,
trivia, when the City could sincerely appreciated.
The Union University Choir
toes.
ended with the Obion County
the yoters of Fulton County,
James H. Amberg
well afford to coordinate sevFarmers in Fulton, Graves seniors handing their acrossare satisfied that I am qualifi- consisting of eighty voices will
Candidate for
eral big departments and hire
rive a concert at the First
and Hickman Counties have the-border buddies a 53-49 deCity Judge H. H. Perce is toFulton County Attorney ed for this office, then I earn- Baptist Church. Thursday night
a city supervisor to take care
signed up to grow about 75 feat
estly ask you to elect me Tax
day announcing his candidacy
of all such complaints and serHorn beak's Cunningham,
Commissioner of Fulton County April 4. beginning at 7:00 p. for re-election to the office of acres. About 25 additional acres
TONTIT
CHILI
SUPPER
vices.
m. Included in the choir is a
are needed for efficient mar- with 19, and Kentnn's Viniard,
in the coming election.
City Judge for the City of Fulforty
voice
men's
keting.
chorus.
with 9, paced the Obion CourI enter this race without any
The Boys Scouts are serving
Strangely enough, it was a a chili supper tonight (Thurs- commitment to anyone and I
The young people of the ton.
This will be the last oppor- thins, while Fulton's Burnette
post for
held
this
Perce
has
member of the present City day) at the First' Methodist shall so conduct my campaign First Baptist Church are going
years. He was tunity to sign up and order to led his team with a total of
official family who pointed out church from 5: to 7:30 p. m. to stay out of all other races to entertain the choir with a the past eight
plant. Every one interested in 17.
appointed
to
fill
a pne year unto me this great service could The public is invited; cost is and let each and everyone run supper at 530 in the Fellowproducing early tomatoes is
An estimated crowd of 800
Adams,
term
of
Dwi
expired
be rendered the people of Ful- 50e.
urged to attend.
was on hand for the game.
(Oseaneed an rage Five) ship Hall
aohe
year
serving
this
and
after
ton with no extra expense
The public is cordially invitterm was re-elected to this offwhatsoever. It
was several
ed.
ice
for a four year term tne de- Ray Bruce Elected
TALENT PROGRAM
years ago that we discussed
feating, Pomp Binford. He was
the matter and as you well
A
talent prograni will he
4-H
Club
President
ALL STAR GAME
t h e last
unopposed during
know I have been harping on
A group of Fulton County presented Friday night. March
election.
it ever since. Of course I know
29, at 7:30 at the Beelertcn
An all-star basketball game,
announcement 4-H boys and girls met WedH i s formal
School.
pitting the High Schools of
that oftentimes officialdom does
nesday
night.
March
20,
at
follows:
The Kentuckian's Quartet of
Weakley County against those
not like to act on suggestions
Community house.
To my many friends of the Lodgeston
Paducah
will be the fi,aturecl
of Obion County, will be stag- City of Fulton:
made by newspapers, but if
A film was shown on beet catgroup, along with the llarrnoed tonight (Thursday) at the
somebody could twist this idea
I am today making my an- tle.
UTMB gym in Martin.
of ours into sonic other gimOfficers Were -.elected as fol- netts, Temple Trio, The Gospel
nouncement for re-election to
mick along the same lines and
President," Ray Bruce: Four, The Kentucky Pals, and
the ,office of City Judge of the lows:
lots of other good local talent.
take credit for the idea, I have
Vice
President,
Pat Dowdy;
have
I
held
this
Fulton.
City of
Open House Sunday
The admission is 25c and 50c.
no objections at all
Secretary
and
Treasurer,
Brady
post for the past eight years,
Everyone is invited.
At Rest Home
Williamson;
Program
Mammaand during that time, I have
All of you well know that
The Water Valley Rest Home tried to be fair in every case tee, Bobby Harrison; Reporter,
every member of the present
will mark the official opening that has been brought be- Billy Little. Everyone enjoyed
Correction!
Fulton City Council is sincere
of its new building at Water fore me. If you see fit to re- the meeting very much and
The NEWS wishes to call the
in his effort to make Fulton
Valley, Kentucky, with an open elect me to this office for an- will meet again the 3rd Wed- attention of its readers this
a better place in which to live.
house celebration Sunday after- other term my pledge will be nesday night in April.
week to an error appearing in
I believe if you were to talk
noon, March 31, between 2 to to continue to be fair and
-the Wade Furniture Company
with the members of the Counsquare with every person that
5.00 p. m.
ad elsewhere in today's paper,
CAR DERBY FRIDAY
cil about the idea of a city
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sullivan is tried in the City Court
and to take this means of corrupervisor, or some other idea
I am not able. to make a
owners, invite everyone to atFriday night, March 29, Cub recting it.
along those lines, that they
HERE FOR "D" DAY: Last Friday and Saturday were tend sometime during the af- house to house campaign for Scouts will meet in the baseIn the haste that invol
would take immediate action ".D-Days" (Dan's Days) in Fulton as Dan Taylor celebrat- ternoon. A special invitation is this office, so therefore, I am ment of the First Methodist the running of the 2-color ad
and thereby interest local citi- ed opening of new Chevrolet agency salesrooms in Fourth extended to all physicians and taking this means of asking Church in Fulton for the run earlier in the week, the faat
zens in submitting their candinurses to visit
this nursing the support of each and every ning of the annual "car derby", that we had inadvertently listStreet quarters. Above: Dan (on right) poses with his home.
one of you.
dacies for public office of the
featuring home-whittled mini- ed 2-ton air conditioners at
Respectfully submitted:
City of Fulton before its too father, John T, Taylor, who was on hand from Murray
Refreshments will be served
ature racers built by Cubs and $199.50 when they should have
for the occasion.
IL H. Perce.
late.
to all visitors and guests.
their dads.
been $209.50 was overlooked.

PORTER COMPANY
ABANDONS PLANS

JAMES H. AMEN HARRY L WHITE
ANNOUNCES FOR ANNOUNCES FOR
COUNTY ATTORNEY TAX COMMISSIONER

LEGION TO SPONSOR
EASTER EGG HUNT

TOMATO GROWERS
WILL MEET AT
OBION ALL-STARS
WATER VALLEY
BEST KENTUCKIANS

I

H. H. PERCE TO
SEEK OFFICE OF
CITY JUDGE

•111.

Thursday, March 28, 1957

The Fulton News

POLIO ALERT
BEGINS TODAY

U.S. SURVEY SHOWS PLENTY OF WATER
UNDERGROUND THROUGHOUT THIS AREA
GLOBETROTTERS,
ALL-STARS PLAY
LOUISVILLE APR 8

Large quantities of ground
water are available in most
parts of the Jackson Purchase
region in western Kentucky, a
preliminary map released by
the State Economic Development Department shows.
The map shows the availabi
lity of ground water in Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisl e, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken counties.
It was prepared by the U.
S. Geological Survey with the
cooperation of the State agency.
Phil M Miles, chief of the
department's maps and minerals division, said the Purchase
area is the best ground water
region in the State. A similar
survey was made of the central Blue Grass region 10 years
ago and ground water studies
are planned for the entire
State, Miles said.
According to the map, the
first to be published showing
ground
area's
Kentucky
a
more
availability, in
water
than half of the Purchase,
yields of several hundred gallons of water a minute may be
obtained from wells drilled to
depths ranging from 58 to 470
feet.
One well. 260 feet deep, produces 1,700 gallons a minute
with a drawdown of 64 feet
after two hours of pumping.
Only in the eastern parts of
Calloway and Marshall counties it is difficult to obtain
qualities of water from drilled
wells.
The maps Islay be obtained
from the Department of Economic Security, New Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, for 75 cents
each.
NEW PRESIDENT

Paul G. Hudgens, Attorney,
has been elected President of
the Union City Chamber of
Commerc e, succeeding Sam
Nailling.

GRYMES RECEIVES
MD DEGREE MON

FOR THE

BEST
IN GOOD

MED
FURNITURE
SEE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH
PHONE 35

Basketball's greatest spectacle, the annual coast-to-coast
"World Series" between the
fabulous Harlem Globetrotters
and the College All-Americans,
will be presented on Monday,
April 8, at 8:30 p m. at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center, Louisville, Ky.
This eighth annual post-season classic will open et Madison Square Garden on April
18 and the two teams will play
a total of nineteen games in
nineteen cities.
One of the greatest drawing
cards in 'the history of American sports, this annual event
has broken box-office records
in practically
every city in
which the two teams have appeared
during the
previous
seven tours.
Abe
Competitively,
Saperstein's court
magicians have
won each of the previously
played classics. Last year the
Trotters had their closest call,
winnig 11 of the 21 games
played.
Previously, starting
with the inaugural in 1950,
they had won by margins of
11-7, 14-4, 11-5, 14-7, 15-7 and
14-10.
This year five
new cities
have been added to the World
Series schedule.
First
time
will
games
be
in
played
Omaha, Neb.; Logan, Utah;
Evansville, Ind.; Seattle, Wash.;
and Louisville, Ky The two
teams will be invading the
Northwest for the first time.
The
College
All-American
squad will be announced at the
termination of the intercollegiate tournaments.

ST,

An all-out "Polio Alert" to
prevent the tragedy that crippling polio could bring to many
unvaccinated Kentuckians during the coming summer months
of the polio season was begun
today by the Kentucky State
Medical Association.
The Association reports that
the Salk vaccine supply is abundant for persons of all ages.
Its more than 2,000 physician
members are emphasizing the
need for immediate individual
action. The campaign goal is
to inform every individual of
his responsibility to have at
least two injections of the vaccine before an oncoming poll()
season. The need is particularly
great for people under 40, the
KCMA warns.
The facts are: (1) The Salk
vaccine affords major protection against paralytic polio, (2)
The Salk vaccine has beten demonstrated to be safe, (3)
There will always be a possibility of paralytic polio epidemics unless the susceptible
The revival at Mt. Moriall
people are vaccinated, (4) The closed Friday night with three
Salk vaccine is available. (5)
The susceptible groups include
most people under 40.

Michael Matheny, Paducah, is western Kentucky's
1957 Easter Seal letter boy. His photo will appear on
Easter Seal letters sent in this area late this month. Mike,
who is seven years old, has therapy apd schooling at the
West Kentucky Center for Handicapped Children, Paducab. The Easter Seal center serves the Jackson Purchase
area.
Youngsters in the program come mostly from Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Marshall, Fulton, Graves, Livington,
Hickman and McCracken counties. Some travel in for
therapies from Christian, Hopkins, Todd and Trigg.
Seward said west Kentucky volunteers last year began
choosing a Center patient to appear on their Easter Seal
letters, to help parents in the Jackson Purchase area understand the near-by services available for physically
handicapped children,
Fulton, Hickman Enter
Music Festival
have
schools
Twenty-eight
entered the annual West Kentucky regional music festival
which will be held at Murray
State College March 28-30, announces M. O. Wrather, public
relations director.
The schools entered include
Fulgham High, Fulton High
and Hickman ltigh.

William Lloyd Grymes of
Memphis. Tenn., formerly of
Fulton, Ky., is one of 108 students at the University of Tennessee Medical Units in Memphis, who graduated at commencement exercises there
Monday night, March 25.
Mr. Grymes, the son of Mrs.
Sarah Grymes and the late E
P. Grymes of Memphis, received a doctor of medicine degree.
"NEW LOOK" SEALS
of Fulton
He is a graduate
kinds of Easter Seals in
Two
High School and received the
bachelor of science degree from a new type of sheet will be
Murray State College at Mur- folded into letters delivered to
ray, Ky. in 1950. He later at- 400,000 Kentuckians the last
eek in March. The "new look"
tended the University- of
consin at Madison, Wis., and Seals are part of the annual
the University of North Dakota appeal for'funds to finance
at Grand Forks, N. D.
programs of the Kentucky SocMr. Grymes will interne for iety for Crippled Children. The
a year at Nashville General appeal opened March 21 and
Hospital in
Nashville, Tenn., continues through April 21 —
beginning April 15, 1957.
I aster Sunday.

$175 IN CASH AWARDS
they traded in Fulton Stores. It's the return of the Fulton Retail Merchant's famous

POT '0 GOLD JACKPOT
PARTICIPATING FIRMS
Clarice Shop
Grisham-Butterworth
Rice Men's Wear
- Andrews Jewelry Co.
Coleman Service Sta.
Bob's Shell Service
Dotty Shop
K. Herrera ..
Noffel's
Bennett Elec. and Furniture
Wade Furniture Co.
Western Auto Store
Fry Shoe Store
The Jewel Box
Exam TV Shop
KIIMOW'S
Irby's
Fulton Hdwe & Furniture Co.
Jack and Jill Shop
Wes-Tenn Dept. Store
The Tiny Toggy
Ben Franklin Store
Graham Furniture
The Leader Store
National Store
Gamble's
P. H. Weeks' Sons
City Deng Co.
Baldridge's
Hall-Wooten Clothing Co.
Pipeline Service Station (
)
Wood and Praitt TV

additions to the church. Bro.
Adams was the preacher,
BULL SOLD
Cecil Burnette &•Elmer Meson, Fulton, Kentucky, sold the
registered Guernsey bdll, Willow-Wilde's ,Noble Stuart. to
Stuart P. Berryman, Nicholasvilla, Kentucky.

•CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •

Have you heard? Are you ready? Do you need $100, $50, $15, $10?
Four fortunate persons every week are going to get

because

games and were defeated by
the Sharon ?team.
friends in this
The many
community were shocked and
grieved at the passing away
of Mrs. Torn Duncan.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Everett lvie who
passed away last week at the
Henry County Hospital after
several days of illness. Furteral service and burial were at
Dresden.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Mr. John Wall who
passed away after a few days
illness. Funeral was at Oak
Grove on Thursday with burial
at Shmady Grove.
The bedfast patients in the
community are about the 58171t
Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Brundige
and Mrs. Griffin have been on
the sick list many months.
Mrs. George Etheridge from
spent last weekend
Paducah
with her sister-in-law, Mrs. Ern
Griffin.
Word from Frank Miliun is
His
that he is unimproved.
sister, Mrs. ,Lucy Gibbs is
week.; with
spending a few

AWARDS EVERY THURSDAY
4:30 P. M.
IN DOWNTOWN FULTON AREA

EACH PARTICIPATING STORE HAS A
FREE TICKET FOR YOU
and will tell you how to get more.
You must be present to win.
•

LOOK FOR WINDOW PLACARD IN
FULTON STORE WINDOWS

Listen to WFUL for latest

Congratulations to the girls
ball team on being the runner-ups in the County tournawinning the very
ment and
pretty trophy. The girls played in three games. They were
Greenfield
the
by
defeated
team. The boys played in two

news!

DEWEY JOHNSON
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A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD
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Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride
of accomplishment.

SAVE ! GET our

VS East. Walnut St.
Phone 411S
Patton. KY.

If you cover-winter chemical
insecticides, store them where
temperatures are above freezing, off the floor, in a dry
place, and out of the reach of
children.

DI

Pelrlons Clui Vinod.Is•brilliant example
et the Mart of Thenorrow styling and built -in pito-wawa
that have made Ford the bart-aelling car in the nation.
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boardFORD

Everywhere you look in the new Ford, you see
plus-value features. And these advanced features
... also make
that make Ford your best buy today.
it your best buy for the years ahead.
Thereare way plesedees leihsslew"haw halr
You don't ordinarily see many of the plus-value
features that are built deep down into the allnew "Inner Ford." For example,such features as
the new, sturdier, contoured frame and new sus.
pensions, front and rear.

Ihwe's•Mg pluearebe b Feed paw far'gl
This year, you can pick a Ford engine to suit
needs from a whole new familyvof
your
mightier Thrd V Vs. Or you may choose the new
Mileage Maker Six.

Feed is werii ewe whoa we sill?
The years-ahead styling and rugged "Inner
Ford" features that make Ford worth more now
are the features that will make it worth more
when you are finally ready to sell it or made it in.

hid Is priced rigid?
Comparison of manufacturers' suggested retail
delivered prices proves that model for model.
Ford is the lowest priced, full-size car.

Adios Ted e Feel...wed seefw rowed!!
The only way to get Cully acquainted with a car
Is to get behind the wheel and drive it. And we
will be happy to have you come in and Action
Test a '57 Ford at any time.

COME IN TODAY...get a great deal on the NEW KIND of FORD'

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway
Fulton
Phone 42
If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Car—Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer
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Church. The Rev. Cayce Pentecost of Dresden and the Rev.
0. A. Gardner of Sharon, peator of the church officiated.
Burial was in the church cemetery, under direction of Jackfrviees for U. W. DeMyer of son Brothers Funeral Home of
Dukedom.
Obion. Term., who died in the
I. C. Hospital in Chicago early
Monday morning, were held at
the Obion Methodist Church,
at 3 Wednesday
afternoon.
Mrs. Inez Peery, 59, died at
Burial was in Fairview Ceme- her home near Cuba at 10 p.
tery in Fulton.
m. Stinday, March 17, after a
Mr. DeMyer leaves his wife; short illness.
two daughters, Mrs. A. C.
She was a member of the
Rarnos of Murfreesboro, Tenn., Holiness Church at Lynnville.
and NEss Sandra DeMyer of
Mrs. Peery leaves her husMon; two brothers, R. A. De- band, Elbert Peery; a son, RoMyer of Fulton arid John De- bert Peery of St. Louis; two
Myer of Lansing, Mich., a sis- daughters, Mrs. Thomas Brann
ter, Miss Roberta DeMyer of of Cuba and Mrs. Herman ElliFulton; and two granddaugh- son of Chicago; her father, J.
ters.
T. Douglas of Crossland, Tenn.:
a sister, Mrs. Emmett Key ,of
Crossland; and three grandchildren.
Rosa Smith a life long resiServices were held at the
dent of Fulton passed away Cuba Baptist Church at 10.30
Tuesday afternoon, March 12. a. m. Tuesday, March 19,. The
at 3 p. m., at Jones Hospital Rev. Leon Penick officiated.
after six weeks of illness. She Burial was in the Cuba Church
was 80 years of age.
of Christ cemetery. Jackson
Funeral services were held Brothers Funeral Home was in
Thursday afternoon, March 14, charge.
at 2:30 p. m. Bro. Smith officiated. Jackson Bros. were in
charge.
She was a member of WalServices for
Mrs
Beulah
nut Grove Methodist Church,
and was very faithful and Hinchey Paschall, who died
Monday afternoon, *March 18,
loyal to the church.
She leaves one brother, .1. about 1 o'clock at her home
N. Smith; two sisters, Mrs. B. on East State Line, were held
afternoon, March
Mrs. Etta Wednesday
L. Rawles, and
Smith. She also leaves several 20, at 1:30, at the Whitnel Funeral Home chapel. The Rev.
nieces and nephews.
Henry Russell, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, assisted by the Rev. John Laida,
First Baptist
Mrs. Susie Jackson. widow of pastor of the
Burial was in
the late J. T. Jackson, mer- Church officiated.
Mo.
She was
Caruthersville,
of
chant and funeral director
68.
Dukedom, died at her home at
Mrs. Paschall. was born Oct.
Dukedom at 11 a. m. Monday,
March 18. after a long illness. 27. 1888 in Dresden, Tenn. She
was a member of the First
She was 91.
Mrs. Jackson was the daugh- Methodist Church and the SusSunday School
ter of Joe and Delilah Bruno anna Wesley
Cashon, residents of Weakley Class.
County near Dukedom.
She leaves her husband. A.
She was a member of the N Paschall; a son, George
Good Springs- Cumberland Monroe of Las Vegas, Nev.; a
Presbyterian Church.
sister, Mrs. Jack Spain of At Mrs. Jackson kayo two sons, lanta, Ga.; a brother, Garth
Hubert and James Jackson of Ifinchey of Haiti, Mo.; four
Dukedom; two sisters, Mrs. step-daughters. Mrs. James UnLisaie Brann of near Dukedom derwood of Detroit, Mrs. Rayand Mrs.. Almus Ridgeway of mond Brown of Fulton, Mrs.
several Thomas McGee of Detroit and
Paducah; and
near
Mrs. Mary Paschall of Detroit;
nieces and nephews.
Services were held Wednes- four grandchildren; and cousday afternoon, at 2 at the ins, Jack and Kate Foy of
Cumberland Presbyterian Fulton.

DEATII8

Helping Her Live

U. W. D•Myer

Mrs. Peery

Rosa Smith

Mrs. Paschall

Mrs. Jackson

Grove Cemetery
near Union
City.
Services by Mr. Wade Perkins minister of the primitive
Baptist faith.
Mr. Wall never had united
with any church but was a believer of the Primative Baptist faith. He attended services
as long as he was able.
Mr. Wall was born Dec. 19,
1875 near Chattanooga, Tenn,
son of the late Mr. Lewis Wall
and Louvinia Martin Wall. He
was married to Miss Leonara
Verhine Jan. 30, 1896 at Fulton. Ky.
Surviving are his wife and
the four sons. Herman Wall of
near Pilot Oak; Vernon, Raymond, and Drew Wall who live
Dukedom.
Also, four
near
daughters-in-law, nine - grandeleven
greatand
children
grandchildren. Mrs. C. L. Gardner of Fulton is a niece-in-law.
Pallbearers are the grandsons and grandsons-in-law

USDA OFFERS TIPS
OW WOOL, LAMB
MARKET PROGRAM

TRIG CHILD, also saltars
trona Ike rare bleed dallekeiey eddied Cooley's Aassals. Is
kept alive by bleed tresa Vhs
lied Cress. In tsar years As
bag bad ever MI tramIssison

John Wall
Mr. John Alfred Wall, age
81, of near Pilot Oak, died
Tuesday afternoon, March 19.
about 2:00 o'clock at Haws
Hospital. after having had a
severe heart attack at home
early Friday morning, March
15.
He
had
suffered
several
minor attacks before coming to
the hospital.
The funeral under direction
of Jackson Bros. of Dukedom
was held at Oak Grove Church
on East State Line road Thursday, March 21, at 11:00 a. m.
Burial followed at Shad y

The 1957 program will apply
to wool and lambs marketed
during the April 1, 1957 to
March 31, 1958 period. As under previous programs, the
payment rate for shorn wool
will be the percentage required to bring the al.t.1 age price
all producers receive for the
1957 clip up to the 82-cent incentive level.
Producers who market wool
during the 1957 marketing year
will be eligible. for a Payment
which will be an amount equal
to the percentage payment rate
times the proceeds from the
sale of their wool.
The
payment
on
method
lambs will be the same as
under the current 1956 program, which provides for payments to producers only in
oonnection with the sole. of

lambs that have never been
shorn. Each
producer
who
owns lambs for 30 days or
more and sells the lambs mumshorn will be eligible for a
payment. The payment will be
made on the weight increase
of the animals that occurs during each producer's period of
ownership.
Producers are urged to keep
their accounts of sale in a safe
place because these are documents which must be attached
to the application when the
producer applies for shorn wool
and unshorn lamb payments.
These accoUnts of sale must
have the information needed to
support the producer's payment
application. Applications shcold
be submitted to county Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Offices. These offices
will also make the payments
in the summer of 195S.
Producers are also urged to
get the best possible price in
selling their wool. Under the
percentage method of payment
the higher return the individual producer gets in the market the larger his incentive
payment is.
March 31, 1957 is the last
date which unshorn lambs and
shorn wool receipts may be
turned in for the 1956 marketing year. If you have any of
these receipts on hand, please
bring them by the ASC office
at your earliest possible convenience.
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Southern States
Reports New High

percent.

Farmers in the six-state operating territory of Southern
States Cooperative used the
organization more than ever
before during the first six
months of the 1956-57 fiscal
year, according to the cooperative's mid-year report just issued.
The report was prepared for
presentation at annual regional
board
meetings
held
local
throughout the territory.
Total service volume for the
cooperative and its affiliates, is
reported at 90,660,000, as compared with 71,061,000 for the
same six months of the previous year an increase of 27

Users of natural gas in Martin, Tenn. will pay 10% more
beginning next month, according to a ruling by the City
Board made necessary by an
increase in the wholesale price
from Texas Gas Transmission
Co.

only

GAS

00

FLASHES RED, GREEN
OR WHITE BEAM!
REGULAR $1.50 VALUE!

-4
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DAYTON V-BELTS
PHONE 201

le%

Save Money — Shop In Fulton

When working out ydur farm
Plan, it might be well to consider the planting of trees as
a long time investment Your
county agent, or ASC committee, has full details.

for HOME and FARM
Machines
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UPPED

ALABAMA FLOUR MILLS I
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Meths!, lost Cent Meal
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WOLTZ STUDIOS.
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TWO - PIECE

LIVING Rapid SUITE
$9950
NO

ONE

DEALERS

TO A

PLEASE 1

CUSTOMER

7-PIECE LIVING ROOM GROUPS
NYLON COVERS
$139.95
Pre-Season Sale I Deluxe

2-TON COOLERATOR AIR
CONDITIONERS

$19930

HIRE IS THE TIME AND PLACE

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
APRIL 4th and 5th
10 A. M.. to 5 P. M.

FULTON NEWS OFFICE
Commercial Aven.

Fulton

Wade Furniture Co.
"Trade with Wade and Save"
LAKE STREET

HILTON, IT.
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BEFORE YOU BUY

to Look Like

LADIES SPRING DRESSES

Men's and- Boys'

FULTON FABRIC SHOP

•D I

* Size 22 x 44

*Short sleeves
*$1.98 values

* Regular 59c values

99c

TWO FOR 99'

You'll be amazed at the
difference our Sanitone
Service makes! It's so
much more thorough.
You can actually see the
difference. The full
beauty ofcolors, patterns
and textures is fully restored . .. your clothes
look like new again! Give
UR a chance to prove it.
Call on us today!

0 K LAUNDRY
it CLEANERS
Phone 130

99.50
(Dealers Welcome)

Exchange Furniture Co.
Church Street

Fulton, Ky.
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• DUKEDOM RT. 2 •BEELERTON NEWS
Joyce Taylor

Mrs. E. W. McMorrtes •

It seems we can't have many
pretty days anymore. It was
dreary and rainy all last week,
and the weather forecast is
about the same for the first
part Of this week.
Mrs. Addle Casey didn't feel
so well part of last week, but
Mrs. Bertha
is better now.
Rickman visited her one afternoon.

Joyce Taylor spent Monday
night of last week in Mayfield

ONDS
irtin will
f to vote
bonds to

as--giiett—of-PiititY'Vincent and
Liza McClain.
The friends of Mrs. Susie
Jackson were made sad last
week when she quietly passed
away on Monday, March 18th
Funeral and burial
was the
following Wednesday at the
Good Springs Presbyterian
Church, of which she was a
member. Service was conducted by her pastor, Bro. Gardner.
Mrs. Jackson will be greatly
missed. We extend our sympathy to the family.
Miss Constance Jones returned home Friday after visiting
near Martin last week.
Mesdames Tennie House and
Florence Emery called on Mrs.
Virginia
Wray one day last

sal plant

week.

'stem un-

Paul Cathey is on the sic"k
list, although he's feeling some
better now. He wasn't able to
apd
attend
Sunday
School
Prayer Meeting
Sunday artsi
Sunday night, here's hoping he
will be okey soon_
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Herndon
and Belinda of Mayfield, were
callers in the Arthur T. Hicks
home Saturday.
Mesdames
Virginia, Jackie
Wray and Shane visited Mrs.
'Fannie House one day last
week.
A large crowd attended the
funeral of Amos Williams held
at the Old Bethel Primitive
Baptist Church Sunday afternoon. He had been in poor
health for quiet sometime. Our
sympathy goes out to the family.

recelvhighest
a Badge
aentation
the aniquet at
Church.
ented to
Lata.nd ins
past 15

limbic of
n will be
summer.

when

92.00
$1.89
$1.49
$1.59
$1.49
$1,75
d. 79c
$1.29

y 69c
:e 98c
e, 59c

I Ave.

Mr. and Mrs. Rick Gardner
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jess Wrye
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Waltus McMorries visited Mr. and Mrs. Winfred MeMorries, Eugene and
Glenda Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Tines
and daughter of Clarksville.
Tenn., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Bynum.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Burton
and Lynda, Mrs. Joyce Gardner and children, Mt. and Mrs:
Johnie Burton visited Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Outland Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Rhodes
have moved back here. They
have been living in Detroit,
Mich. He is now working in
Mayfield, Ky. •
Frances
Congratulations
to
Pickens and Dick Conn, who
were married Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie JohnFerguson
Jimmie
and
ston
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bud Ferguson Sunday.

Mrs. Charles Lowe •

FULTON DRIVE-IN THEATRE
on

Fulton-litartia

Highway.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Reams

Miss Sherrill Ann Jones Becomes
Bride Of Thomas Horace Reams
In a simple, but impressive
setting, Miss Sherill Ann Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones, became the bride of
Thomas Horace Reams, Friday
15, at 5
afternoon, March
o'clock, in the home of the
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs
Horace Reams.
ceremony
double-ring
The
mas performed in the presence
of a few close relatives and
friends. "'Me 6weetest Story
Ever Told" was sung by Miss
Lutricia Bennett, accompanied
on the piano by Miss Nancy
Counce, who also played "Mendelssohn's Wedding March."
The bride was given in marriage by her uncle, Mr. Charles
Johns of Detroit, Michigan. She
was lovely in a white, waltzlength gown of imported silk
with felvet trim, featuring a
long, tight-fitting bodice and

(Shows start at Dusk)

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY MARCH 2849

"Come next Spring"
—plus0th Ceetary-Post
amens.

RICHARD

EGAN
DEBRA

PAGET
and Introducing

ELVIS

(Continued from Page One)
his own race.
I will try to see as many
of you as I can but if I fail
to see you I will appreciate
your help on Election Day. No
one can win an office without
the backing and ,help of his
friends. I ask you to vote for
me and ask your friends, also.
Thanking you for your support and encouragement in the
past, I am,
Harry L. White
Candidate for Tax
Commissioner
of Fulton County.

SELECTED DOUBLE FEATURES FOR WEEKEND

and every
moment
'the terror
mounts!

smisom MANI

ton.

Exum,
28:
Milton
- March
Charlie Overby. Nettie Hyland,
Virginia Alexander; March 29:
Linda Faye Watts, Johnson
Hill, Harvey Vaughan, Ruth
Miller, Nadine Nanney; March
30: Mrs. Hattie Bennett, Sandra Williams, Charles Gregory,
Mrs. Gerald Harrison; March
31: Jane White, Dedra Lynn
Bowles, Truett Lowe; April 1:
-Mrs. Charles Severe, Joyce
McDaniel, Mrs. Louise Graham,
Martha Taylor, Mrs. Maude
•ROCK SPRINGS
Dedman. Ronnie Collier; April
Mrs. Nettle Lou Copelen • 2. Wanda Batts, Monette OlivMrs. Jessie L. Fleming;
er,
Mr. and Mrs Leamon Elliott April 3: Mrs. Ernestine Mcreturned home Friday from St. Collum, Shirley Easley, Mrs.
Louis. He had an operation W. A. Graham, Mrs. Walter
while there, but is much bet- Mischke, Mrs. Verna DeMyer,
Mrs. W. A. Warren.
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow spent - - a while Saturday night, with
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Our sympathy is extended to Fulton
Union City Hiway
the family of Mrs. Lee Mea6:30 p. m.
ice
opens
Boxoff
Tuesdows, who passed aw ay
day afternoon.
amememeMellall;

Sparkling Specials-FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
MEN'S NYLON

Table Napkins

Stretch Sox

• Made by the makers of
Kleenex Tissues
/
2 inches; box of 150
• 151 2x151

• One size fits any size foot

• Regular 89c Value!

• Regularly 69c

B.F.Goodrich adds

*Oroages
*re:

,

frivakre
foto
to
hyoids
taw
NO

Pr

also .,-(Starts 8:40)

THE KING AND I
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner
SAT. MARCH 30
(Starts 7:00/

CRASHING LAS VEGAS
With the Bowery Boys
—
(Starts 8:30)
also

THE PROUD ONES
Robt Ryan, Virginia Mayo
Sim—Mon. Mar. 31, Apr. 1
(Starts 7:00)

BIGGER THAN LIFE
Jas Mason Barbara Rush

(Starts 7-00)

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
Phone 192

(Starts 7:00)

NO PLACE TO HIDE
David Bryan, Marsha Hunt

BUS STOP
Marilyn Monroe
Don Murray
Tues. — Wed. April 2-3

00
$1
3

Thurs. — Fri. Mar. 28-29

also —
(Starts 8.50)

We Give -Pot-O-Gold" Tickets

Lake Street

Every hour
he gets
smaller

"(TARLITE

PRESLEY

44c

extremely full skirt. Her smalj
white hat of glazed linen straw
was trimmed with tiny white
beads and a veil. She wore silver and white brocaded pumps
and carried a Bible covered
with gardenias, feesia and lacy,
white ribbon.
Mrs. Reams' only attendant
was Miss Eva Jo Reams, sister
of the groom, who wore a blue
dress of identical design and a
pink corsage.
Mr Reams was attended by
his brother, Mx. Harry Reams.
Mr. and Mrs. Reams • went on
honeymoon
unannounced
an
and upon their return will be
at home with his parents.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Reams are
students at South Fulton High
School arid after graduation in
May, he plans to join his father
in fanning.

Harry Whits—

-OPENING THURSDAY FOR THE SEASON

phis, spent last weekend with
her parents.
CAY`CE NEWS
Mr. Dan Gore returned to
Clarke Bondurant • Mr. and Mrs. Dood Campbell,
his home Saturday after spendMrs. Milburn Campbell and
ing the winter months with
Mr. arid Mrs. Wilmer Cruce Mrs. Leon §
. cearce visited Milhis daughter, Mrs. Joe Frame
and Mr. Frame, St. Louis, Mo. and sons, blicky and Jimmie, burn in the Kennedy Hospita'
of Lone Oak, Ky. were Sunday last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howell,
Mrs. Ray Jackson and Mis!
Jr. visited in the Walston afternoon visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Cruce and John El- Ruth Days, Mrs. Dorris Jones
home last Tuesday night.
mer.
and Mrs. Gene Smith were ir
Last ,Sunday dinner guests
Miss Mary Ann Simpson of
in the home of Mrs. Willie Murray College visited her par- Greenfield, Tenn.- Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Smitt
Hill were the Rev:' John Weir ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson,
and children, Mrs. Ruth Cloys
and son, Kenneth, Mr. and- Mrs. Tuesday afternoon.
were dinner guest gf Mr. anc
Jim Pore, Mr. an
Mrs. tarl , Bro. Wilkerso,s and family Mrs. Ray
Jackson Thursday
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Ike have
returned
home. They evening.
Martin, Mrs. Ina Everett, Miss were called to North Carolina
Mr. and Mrs. Covington, Mrs
Maude Crume, Miss Maude where his brother passed aAlexander, Mrs. Grady anc
Stephens, James A. Everett, way. They have our sympathy. Mrs.
Cloys, attended .church a'
Kenneth Dwight and Tony MarMr. and Mrs. Claud Bryant Clinton Baptist church.
tin, Jimmy Hill, Jack Everett, of Calif., spent Thursday night.
Charles A. Burns from Mur
Miss Mitt Jackson and Mr. and with Mrs. Ella Holly on their ray College is visiting his
par
Mrs. John Wilkenson.
way to Indiana.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthui
On the 29th of this month,
Miss Sue Ammons of Mem- Burns this weekend.
Mrs. Alice Walker will celebrate her 90th birthday. We
Double
Feature
wish for her many more happy birthdays.
—Program—
Mr. Elmer Walston returned
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
to his home Saturday after a 2
wks. visit with his sister, Mrs.
Erin Mather, N. Hollywood,
Forrest Tucker
Calif. and his nephew, James
Cleo Moore - In
Newport and family, Whittier,
Calif.
"THE QUIET
Sunday dinner guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Willard
GUN"
Haynes were the Rev. and Mrs
Don Alexander and Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Hixson and daughAlso—MICE PARADISE (Color Cartoon)
ter, Pattie.
Miss Janet Baker, Mr. and
SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
Mrs. Pat Richie and family all
of Mayfield, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Harrison of Fulton,
41O1111110mesommilimmanir
Ky., visited Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Latta Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb
visited
Mr. and
Mrs. Ray
Pharis Saturday afternoon. On
Saturday night they visited Mr.
and
and Mrs. Earl Craddock and
family.
smaller
Visitors in the Carl Phillips
over the weekend were Mr.
mid
and Mrs. James A. Phillips and
maul
children of Fulton, Ky., Mr.
and Mrs. Ruben Inman and
children of Crowley, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
visited Mrs. Illa Randel of
Bardwell, Ky. and Mrs. Bertha
Foresee of Mayfield, Ky. Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb
were Sunday dinner guests in
THE INCREDIBLE
the home of their daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Davis of
IIIIIVEWL-111/11111ATKINAL PICTitE num
Union City, Tenn.
GRANT WILLIAMS • RANDY STUART ak
aft MI& WI• Mt vacaom • Aurae IOW lei
Mr. and Mrs. G. Golden Balsam of Lake, Wisconsin, left
for their home Monday mornAlso — LATEST NEWS — GIFT FROM DIRK &
ing after spending the past 10
— WOODY eOLKA (Color Cartoolir;
-days with Mrs. Freida Wals-

F U LTON

• PIERCE STATION

Algir Hay is slowly improving since his return from 10
days in the Fulton Hospital.
Miss Kelly Reams of Ful
ton spent the week-end with
Miss Linda Rogers.
Mr and Mrs. William Long
and Paula spent Tuesday - in
Paducah.
Mrs. Era Brown of Milburn,
Ky. spent several days of last
week with Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
Mrs. Johnny Sharp and little son, Mark, of Fulton are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
French for a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Crocker
of Dallas, Texas, spent the
week-end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rogers.
Miss Norma Hendon of Fulton spent Saturday night and
Marlyne
Miss
with
Sunday
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Taylor of
Fulton highway were suppet
Fashion Show—
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
(Continued from Page One) Long one night recently.
Jack and Jill — Ann WilMrs. C. E. Lowe spent Sunliams, Barbara Brown, Janet day in Fulton with Mrs Myrtle
Williamson and Ronnie Finch. Orleans.

Located

Mrs. Elmer Walston •

Fulton, Ky.

PRIVATE HELL
With Steve Cochran
and Ida Lupino
plus
(Starts 8451

LOVE ME TENDER
With Elvis Presley
and Debra Paget

EXCLUSIVE NEW TRIAD PROCESS GIVES YOU MORE SAFE MILES ON YOUR OLD TIRES

10"
Quality Tread
Free Pick Up and Delivery
Tires Loaned Free while
Retreading is Done

6.70-15
SIZE

Plus Tax
and
Retreadoble
Tire

24-Hour Service

Guaranteed Workmanship
Immediate Service—
No Delay

PRICE I

6.00-16
$ 9.95
7.10-15
11.95
7.60-15 ), 12.95
t 13.95
8.00-15'

Charlie Scales Stores
MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL
PHONE 404

FULTON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389

JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE

B.F.Goodrich Tire's

Thursday, March 28, 1967

The Fulton News

KFYS

CHANNEL 12

March 28 — April 3
Thursday
7:00
7:55
8-00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:15
5:30
6:00
6:05

Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
Ass The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Sky King
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather

6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Douglas Edwards
I Led Three Lives
Waterfront
Climax
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
Actioa Theatre
Heart of the City
News & Weather
Friday

7:00
7:25
7:30
7:55
8:00
9:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15

Goal Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
or Tomorrow
Se
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Industry On Parade
House Party '
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm

Need an

INBRED
4000,'
61rfayb'
de

.40#/a
'
F
'WAS

Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
West Point
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Federal Men
The Lineup
Person To Person
10:00 Dr. Hudson's Journal
10:30 77th Bengal Lancers
11:00 This Is Your Life
11:30 News & Weather

4:00
5:00
5:30
3:40
5:55
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
Burns & Allen
Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Sheriff of Cochise
Jane Wyman
State Trooper
Loretta Young Show
Ray M Bland Show
News & Weather

Saturday

7:00
7:25
7:30
7:55
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
1:45
12:00

Tuesday
Good Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Home & Market
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite

12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
5:00
5:30
5:40
5:55
600
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
This Is Your Musk
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cowboy Corral
Superman
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Name That Tune
Phil Silvers
The Brothers
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton Show
$64,000 Question
Trust Your Wife
Star Showcase
Ford Show
People Are Funny
News & Weather

3:30
4:00
4:30
5:30
5:40
5:55
6:00
6'05
6.15
630
7:00
730
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30

830 Captain Kangaroo
9:30 Fury
1000 Winky Dink & You
10:30 Mr. Wizard
11:00 Big Top
12:00 Western Roundup
1:15 East-West (B'ball)
3:30 Bowling Time
4:30 Life Of Riley
5:00 Blondie
530 Heart of the City
6:00 My Friend Flicka
630 Soldiers of Fortune
7::10 Jackie Gleason
8:00 Oh, Susanna
8:30 Hey Jeannie
9:00 Gunsmoke
9:30 Two For The Money
10:00 Your
Hit Parade
10:30 Jim Bowie
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
12:15 News & Weather
Sunday
8:15
830
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30

11i15

Man To Man
This Is The Life
Lamp Unto My Feet
Look Up And Live
U. N. In Action
Camera Three
Let's Take A Trip
Wild Bill Hickok
Heckle & Jeckle
What One Person Cal
Do
This Is Your Music
The Last Word
Face The Nation
World News Roundup
Odyssey
Famous Playhouse
Frontier
Telephone Time
Air Power
Stage Seven
Marge & Gower
Cinderella
Hitchock Presents
$64,000 Challenge
My Little Margie
Channel 12 Theatre
,Jiews & Weather

7:00
7:55
8:00
9:00
9:30
1030
11:00
1115
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30

Good Morning
TOday's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our ?Abe Brooks
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night

1:00
1:30
200
2:30
3:00
400
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
830
7:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00

Monday

I

in the

SHOWER
•
Buy an

.06-4
- •

Water Heater
hot water for all your family's needs. No more
waiting, fuming, fighting over hot water. Buy an

roll follows:
hen, Ruth Butts, Joanne CovStudents making all A's— ington, Brenda Jones, Mary
Marion Blackstone, Junior; El- Ann Bennett, Jeannie Davis.
la Doyle, Junior; Gloria HinTommy
Freshman:
Fields,
ton, Junior; Susan McDaniel, John Cunningham, Roland CarJunior; Bud
White, Junior; ter, Tommy Allen Wayne AnRuth Butts, Sophmore; Char- derson. Jean
and
Burnette
ley Huddleston, Sop hmor e; Martha Herring.
Roland Carter, Freshman.
Students making all A's and
Four insects that do the most
B's.
Seniors: G e orge
Burnette, damage to stored grain are the
Ken
Winston, Patsy
A n n granary weevil, the lesser grain
Davis, Jean Cole Bynum, Nor- borer, the Australian wheat
ma Owen, Patsy Jane Fleming, weevil, and the Angurnois grain
El Wanda Lawson, Mary Char- moth.
les Herring, Wanda June Sons.
Juniors: Ed win
Matheny,
Accurst.
Bud White, Marion Blackstone,
WORKMANSHIP
Barbara Ann Boyd, Ella Doyle,
Ann'Fall, Patsy Grooms, GloAl Low Cost
ria Hinton, Susan McDaniel
Virginia Page, Christine Sons. Watches, Clocks and Tilos
Flaws of All Wads LessSoptunores: Glynn Ray Brad- astaiy Repaired at Law Oast
ley, Phillip Jeffress, Charley'4
Huddleston, Freddie ' Harper,
Donald Ray, Johnnie Jones,
ANDREWS
Ward Surnette, Roger Pigue,
Company
Jewelry
Susan Bushart, Sidney Celli-

GET THAT

atikist

FHS ANNOUNCES
HONOR ROLL

what we mean the moment you
enter the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
completely refurnished and air conditioned
room even contains a complimentary TV sett
Next trip. be two you got that "At Horne
Away From Horn." feeling ... stay at
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.

'foul simo

qt...„, .

III

• FEELING!

Wiese Tow Stop st Hotel Claridge

The fourth six-weeks honor
roll at Fulton High School was
announced today by J.
Martin, principal. The honor

Telf ?0,1flAG

moo mATIC
. WASHER

,

MtIL Peri
Masao. dem
Low down payment
aad Easy Terms

a.w.wko• Paradise

•

• Cadres WNW IIlama

Hotel Claridge

BENNETT
ELECTRIC
117 Kam
Maass

MEMPHIS

MOST 1140DIRM HOTEL

water

10

FREE PRIZES

FERTILIZER-

provides for snore convenient,

vestment in better living. Coll our office or ask your

DAVCO Semi-Gran Fertilizers
pay for themselves over and
over again by giving high.
yielding, top-quality crops
that mean extra profit o'

elactrIvan °boys the Certified HOUSEPOWER plan.

hams,time.

economical use of appliances you now own—and
thous you will odd In Ih• future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER Is on in-
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HERE ARE THE FREE GIFTS
SOMEONE WILL RECEIVE = - - -

BURK- HALL
TITANIC OUTSIDE
Reg. $6.25 for $4.83

I DurkHall

$79.95 Gold Metal Leaf
Mirror

‘otirkL
s 14 s

SECOND:
One 5 Gallon Can Outside
Paint

IP

't AT w*as
ai/eAre ONO

Vital

BURK- HALL
FLOOR ENAMEL
Reg. $6.25 for $4.75
BURK- HALL
Architectural Enamel
Red. $8.75 for $6.59

POO

THIRD:
One 16x68 Door Mirror
$23.35 Value

ILO

*Mad perils OURS Vial Lai leihre baseremell b Weir desemer
•11•1114/11. weed all•Wad eisissibiad. saber lie Ow add be
/miped. Wu•ausserip SUM leisalsai SUDO Ohs We
Arles le Ilee

BURK- HALL
Semi Goes Enamel
Reg. $6.75 for $4.99

Dear
The
people
better
of th
you II
yeiur
keep
have;
and
of ea
two 1
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has n
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best
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FIRST:

FOURTH:
Pull HOUSEPOWER
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Dear
My
our hi
you tl
up N

Come in and register - - - FREE - - - Then get an extra ticket for every $1.00 purchase.

GLUM%

SEMI-GRAN

CO
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heater

Live Better Electrically with
FULL HOUSEPOWER
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MARCH 20 -- APRIL 13

BURK-HALL
VEL FLAT
Reg. $5.75 for $4.55

Why worry/ Inlay the sefery sod

(PATI
no quim
cornmun
N WS

11' ss 1
My
se pa r&
told n
him ti
at an
4bellevi

INTRODUCTORY
SALE
Burk-Hall Paint

BURK-HALL GLIDE
Reg $5.85 for $4.59

water heater now!

electrk

1:00
1:30
1:43
2:00
2:30
3:00
315
3:30
4:00
4:15
5:30
6:00
6:05
0:15
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9700
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

LOOK AT THESE
OUTSTANDING VALUES

cold water into a soothing, hot shower. An electric
Water heater of the right size supplies plenty of

ve

1230

Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Morning Meditation
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Crogkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
This Is Your Music
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Cisco Kid
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Giant Step
Godfrey Show
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
20th Century Fox
Mr. District Attorney
Treasure Hunt
This Is Your Music
News di Weather

Your chance to buy paint at Pre-War Prices!!

No more cold shower shocks .. . when you have
an electric water heater! Turn those needles of

electric

Wednesday
700
715
8:00
9:00
9:30
9:45
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:46
1200
12:10

.
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Three One Gallon Cana
Outside Paint
FIFTH through tenth:
One Gallon Architectural
Enamel
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CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

d'erats`

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

ALSO - ALABAMA AND
KENTUCKY COAL

Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
CHURCH STREETFULTON
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LATANE
(PATRICIA
no questions In person. Address all
h•r C/0 THE
communications to
NEWS and watch for answer In
this column. Questions rebardIng
medibine. health can beet be •nphysician;
your
by
•w•red
tions regarding handling of mon•y
or Investment', can best be anew•r•al by your bank•r. THE NEWS
provides thls column purely as •
public forum and doe. not •ocept
any respon•ibility for the answers
many
In
o*****d, although
cases
have
th•y
proved
ac•
extremely
curate.)

Dear Miss Pat Latane:
The woman that did work in
the office with my husband
has quit and they have hired
a very attractive young girl
who isn't married, and each
nite when my husband comes
in he has something to say
about her, and I have asked
him if he was in love with her
and he said no, that I was being silly, that he was old
enough for her father. Do you
think I should worry?
B. T.
Mrs. B. T.
No, I don't think you have
anything to worry about and I
think you are being very foolish asking your husband such
foolish questions. Questions
such as yours have caused a
lot of men to go out with other
women; he finally comes to the
point that he is accused of it,
he might as well do it, if he
is to take the blame. When
home
husband comes
your
from work you should see how
kind and nice and attractive
you can be in place of seeing
how much you can nag and
many foolish queshow
tions you can ask. A man
working in public and coming
into contact with the public
has hard enough job keeping
his temper under control with
the public as they can be very
boring at times, and when he
goes home he expects to find
a place where he can relax,
and be loved.
If he can't find these things
at home he may look else
where for them so if you care
for your husband I suggest you
change your ways a little bit
so you can keep him Jealousy
has broken up more homes
than any other thing and to
me this is very foolich, and
women
and
men
something
should learn to control.

PIONEER DOCTOR
Located near Barbourville in
the Dr. Thomas Walker Memorial State Park is a replica
of the log cabin built by the
first white man in the State.
The one-room cabin of round
logs and side-chinked joints
was built by the doctor in
1750, about 20 years before the
arrival of Daniel Boone.

Miss Latane:
Someone
has poisoned my
dog would you be kind enough
to give me some idea who did
this?
B. D.
Dear B. D.
the
Look
across
straight
street from you and you will
find the person who fed your
dog poisoned meat.
—P.

Dear KW Latane:
Can you tell me where my
wife hid my duck caller?
T. It H.
Dear T. R. H.
There is a closet in your
hall. tip over the door is a
small shelf. Look there and you
will find it.
Dear Miss Latane:
I have a neighbor who lives
next door to me who has a
dog and this dog is tied each
night close to my bedroom
window, and he doesn't howl,
he moans just like someone
dying. Now I would like to
mention this to her and ask
her to tie him on the other
side of the yard, but I don't
want to make her mad, so I
haven't mentioned it to her.
Can you tell me what the proper approach would be on such
subject so that it won't make
her mad?
V. L. C.
Dear V. L. C.
I suggest you invite her over
some afternoon for coffee or
tea and while drinking you can
bring up the subject and if
she is a good neighbor and
wants to do w hat is right
would appreciate your calling
her attention to the fact. It
may not occur to her that the
dog is being tied at your bedroom window.
—P.

is Pat•
My husband and I have been
separated but he has come and
told me if I would go back to
him that he wouldn't ever look
at another woman. Should I
believe —him,
MW.
Dear It W.
I would say yes until he
proved wrong; we all made
mistakes sometimes in our life,
and if the Lord can forgive
why shouldn't we. You are
still in love with him so why
not ry; you have nothing to
lose and everything to gain.
Dear Pat•
—P.
I am a girl in school and
I know something that is going
Dear Miss Latane:
on at school that is wrong.
My husband wants to sell Should I tell It, and be called
our home and go up North; do
a tatle tale or keep it until its
you think we would do better
just found out and give the
up North than we are doing school a bad' name.
put
and
hurry
Please
here?
N. R.
your answer in the paper as Dear N. B.
its very important.
By all means go to the PrinJ R.
cipal and tell it, don't forget
Dear J. R
you are a member of that
There is a certain class of school and
when., something
people that will never do any
hurts the school it also involone
is
husband
your
better and
ves you because you a a memof that class; this home that
ber and being a member you
you speak of was left you by should do everything in your
yeur parents so I suggest you po-,ver to help keep the name
keep it, also keep the job you
of your school from receiving
have; it means a place to sleep
bad publicity. If you will go
way
a
means
work
and your
the Principal he will not
to
these
give
you
of eating. If
yo.a. name and no one
mention
have
will
two things up you
about it.
know
will
to depend on him, and no one
knows better than you that he
has never been able to hold •
Dear Miss Latane
job. Sit down and think this
I am a widow woman and
know
will
you
and
out
matter
children, we draw a pentwo
the
so
him
on
you can't depend
from my late husband,
sion
well
best you can do is let
and I have had a man to ask
enough alone.
me to marry him. If I do this
—P.
cuts my pension out Should I
marry him or not?
Miss Latane:
B. M.
old
years
37
I am- a woman
M.
B.
Dear
My
children.
and have three
This is a question only you
husband has left me; I haven't
your
told any one as I though he should answer. As for
would come on hack home but love for this man I don't think
I
things are getting bad and I'm you love him; another thing
tolive
would
you
think
don't
something
do
to
have
to
going
penas the money is running out gether 90 days then your
and we will soon be without sion has stopped and you can't
its
fond or support, and I don't get it started again when
know any kind of work as I once stopped so my advice to
have never worked in my life you is to wait and be sure, and
just always kept house, cooked, if you wait to be sure you will
sew and you know the kind never marry this man for you
of things a housewife does, will -learn a little more about
him.
what can I do?
I don't think you will marry
W. R.
him, as I see a man a little
Dear W. R.
As you are a resident of older than the one we are talkTennessee my advice is to go ing about: he would be good
to Union City, Tenn., and see to you and the children and
the Judge they will give you who would make you a nice
is living.
until your husband
aid
found and made to support
you and the children, it is a
law in Tennessee that a man Dear Pat:
I want to write Elvis Presly
have to support his children.
a letter but my , Mother won't
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NAMED FOR BAIRD

How Christian
First known as Salem, Bardstown was renamed for WillScience Heals
iam Baird (or Bard) of Penn- "BEFORE THEY CALL,
sylvania, one of the owners
I WILL ANSWER"
of the 100-acre tract on which
WPM
(Mil Le.) alaasuay Sill
the town was laid out.

FREE PRIZES

Dear Miss Latane:
I corrected a friend the other
day when she was a guest in
my home and she got mad,
what should I do. I only did
it for her own good.
Et. R.
Dear B. R.
I would forget it, if she is
the friend you think she is
she will get over it in a few
days and be back.
—P.
Dear Miss Pat.
I lost some keys out of my
pocket and I do not know
where I could have lost them;
can you tell me where I may
find these
T. B.
Dear 'I'. B.
You drive a truck; if you
will raise the seat in this truck
you will find your keys where
they slipped out of your pocket?

The Fulton News

PRE-START
BABY PIGS

J. H. Ambers announced his candidacy for County
Attorney this week. Amberg, a resident of Hickman, was
former County attorney from 1946 to 1954. (See announcement on page one).
let me, what do you thin
about that? Do you think its
wrong to write a boy you don't
know and tell horn how much
you love him?
C. H.
Dear C. H.
Nice girls just don't write
boys they don't know and tell
them that they love them. I
see no harm in writing Elvis
if you want to and tell him
how much you enjoy his reetc., but I
cords, playing
wouldn't go so far as to tell
him that you love him, after
all you might not even like
him if you knew him, and as
you don't know him how do
you know you love him? You
don't, so don't use the word
love so lightly, it might get
you in trouble sometime, or
you may hurt someone someday that you would be sorry
of later. Mn't ever tell people
you love them unless you really do. Just say I like them.
Love is something beautiful
and something to be proud of
so always remember not to
use the word unless you mean

the world with a good clean
mind, and in this day a girl
should have a good clean and
c..lear mind to scope with the
problems that arise even on
riding around with boys. You
should feel honored that your
parents will allow other boys
and girls to come over and
turn the house over to you,
this is something very few parents will do. My suggestion to
you is to obey your parents
and after your older and wiser
you will be proud that you
did, as you will profit from it.

Dear Pat:
Who poisoned my cats'
M. B.
Dear M. B.
They were poisoned by your
husband.
—P.

Dear Miss Latane:
Where did I hide my pocket
book last Saturday nite?
P. W.
Dear P W.
Go to the side of the house
on the East side and look on
Dear Pat.
Is my husband true to me? top of the middle pillow that
Is it true he was seen' with holds the house and its laying
-i'day'r on this pillow.
another worraii the othe
—P.
Did it mean anything? Does he
love me!
S. R.
Dear S. R.
Yes your husband is true to
you; yes he was seen with
someone else, but after all
wouldn't you be a little embarassed if he passed up the
let
wouldn't
and
neighbors
them ride? It didn't mean anything at all he was only trying to be nice. Yes he is very
much in love with you, and I
think he shows it, and deep
in your heart you know it.
Dear Miss Pat:
Someone is stealing gas out
of my car, they have stolen
the gas cap on three different
occasions, and the hub caps
once; can you tell me who it
Is.
Mrs. M. C.
Dear Mrs. M. C.
I think if you will look in
the old coal bin next door to
you, you will find your gas
caps, hub caps, and the gas is
being used by a young man, a
teenager who lives next door.
If you will look in the back
of your garage you will find
two boards are held in place
by bricks where they can be
moved and the board will pull
away enough for a young man
to go inside of, so your locking it each night don't help
much.
Dear Patricia:
I am a girl 16 years old, and.
am only allowed boy friends
for Church affairs and things
like that. My parents won't let
me go out riding at nite with
boys, do you think this is
right? And I am not allowed to
go to the picture shows thru
the week nites, not even with
girl friends but my parents
will let girls and boys come to
our house during the week and
on weekends but no riding
around in the car. Why?
If you know of anyway that
I can talk my parents into letting me date, please tell me?
S. M.
Dear S. M.
I'm proud there are still
some sensible parents in the
world. I don't think a 16 year
old girl should be allowed to
date, she should be thinking of
manners, postur e, education
etc., then boys. I'm sure you
are not ready to go out into

SHETLAND PONY
OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:
4
24
6

on Warm Tail Curler "Jr"
For Fast, Economical Galas
Highly fortiAed and sugar swim&
ened, new Tail Curler "Jr" gets
baby pigs eating earlier than ever
before.
Over a dozen special vitamins
and pig growth factors are in this
powerful feed.
TML CURLY' "Ji"
IS SIMPLY AMAZINOI

41istered Bacon Type Duroc Gilts**
Re.
Baskets (,f Groceries
Country Hams
Nothing To Buy — Just Come In And
Register. Something Free Every Week

Now is the time to sow Red Top, Timothy, Fescue,
Rye Grass and Orchard Grass, also White Dutch
and Ladino Clover, Kobe

amil Korean. We carry

most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

A. C.BUTTS & SONS
FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING

LOT

CHEVY'S THE
CHAMPION
OF THE ROAD I
ft

Drive the car that proved its superior stearin&
braking, cornering, road-holding and passing
ability in the world's first Auto Decathlon, a
ten-way test of the driving qualities you want.
Chevy proved it's the champ in the world's first Auto
Decathlon, certified by the NATA.• It showed haw
beautifully it handles, how quickly it recovers from
emergency situations—like quick turns and stops—
which can cause a car to lose its even-keel stance on
the road.
Chevy waltzed through 90111e of the roughest
challenges ever laid down to measure how a car
behaves when the going is tough.
And it beat all other cars in its
field and all the higher priced
CIIFVROLET
cars tested, tool
That's Chevrolet's sure and
solid going for you. Come in and
drive the winner!
USA

1

l'E V NO L E. I

*National Automobile Taft* Assesianisis

Come in Now—Get a Winning
Deal on the Champion!
New Cherrokt takes lied, switch-beck tuns easy as can be/

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

display this famous trademark

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

We Ask

who would take daily charge of all
department work instead of the council, but being subject to the will of
the council.
Actually, if a manager or superintendent were hired, we would have
little to do for a Mayor except award
him the honorary title. As last week's
letter pointed out, aldermen from
each ward could be elected and
could name their own Mayor from
their ranks.
However we do it, we need to get
the load off the council's back. They
need to always be good, progressive
businessmen who will not be saddled
with the job of personally attending
to every little housekeeping matter
that crops up in the daily living of
the community. They can't do this
and run their business too. The corporation of Fulton, as we have previously pointed out, is a sizeable bushundred
iness, handling several
thousand dollars a year, and it ought
to be run just like any other progressive business.
Perhaps, in an attempt to improve
our city affairs, we will gravitate toward the city manager system, and
we say "thanks" to our "distant reader" who provided us with such a
splended insight into this matter in
his letter last week.

Much but Give Little to Our Teachers

By Robert R. Martin
Superintendent of Public Instruction
The week of March 24-30 has been
designated as Teacher Appreciation
in Kentucky.
I think that the majority of people
are conscious of the services of the
more than 23,000 school teachers in
this State, and yet these five days
should be an occasion for each of us
to make ourselves better informed
and more understandingly aware of
the teacher's position and purpose.
If one takes advantage of this occasion to analyze the teachers situation, he might discover some interesting thing — among them:
That teachers' salaries are less
than other peoples' salaries with comparable training and preparation;
that the average classroom is overcrowded and in many cases the teacher is "overloaded"; that the teacher's day is much longer than the six
hours that school is in session; and
that in spite of apparent difficulties,
the teacher is doing an excellent job.
The present status of this nation in
world affairs is evidence of the continual accomplishments of the American school teacher.
Teachers are dedicated to a significantly noble purpose — the preparation of your children that they may
have a more meaningful and rewarding life in keeping with the traditions
ing values of democracy.
We live in an immensely complex
age. The rapid changes that have

been brought about by modern technology coupled with constant world
tensions are adding new- and increasing responsibilities 'on the shoulders
of our teachers. The problems that
will face each new generation are
enormous. Conversely, the scope of
modern education must be ever
broadened to meet these new responsibilities, and that will require progressively higher quality in education.
We are asking a great deal of our
teachers but thus far they have been
more than equal to the task. Whether they will continue to do a good
job will depend on how willing we
are to provide a wholesome educational situation.
Recent research has disclosed that
elementary and high schools will
have 30 and 50 per cent more children, respectively, in 1956. Thus we
will require 200,000 new teachers
each year in the United States. The
answers to the teacher shortage are
not found in higher salaries alone. An
important part Of the solution lies in
,idvirrjr, the teacher public recognition
for a JO% well doni. sua recognition,
In the final analysis, can only come
from the people.
Teacher Appreciation Week has
been proclaimed for that purpose. It
will remain for the citizens of this
Commonwealth to make Teacher Appreciation Week a living expression
of public sentiment, and by so doing,
everyone of us can share in advancing education in Kentuck:y.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Stop Wasting Your Suffering
Adapted from a recent lecture
by Frank Sheed
"If God is so good, how can He
allow so much suffering?" This is
a qUestion I frequently get when
street preaching. I reply, "Your question really ought to be, 'Suffering
costs us so much — why do so many
of us waste it?"
SUFFERING is an inescapable fact
— as certain as death and taxes. Man
can only give a partial answer to its
why and wherefore. The full meaning of suffering is hidden in the allknownig Providence of God.
God cannot intend evil for its own
sake. God permits suffering only because in the long run it will result
in a greater good. We can see somb
of this good in our daily lives.
THERE ISN'T ONE of us that
ha.4n't had his share of suffering. And
it is generally agreed that we are all
THE FULTON COUNTY NENITS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Associetion judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

Published Every Thursday of The Year
It PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHF.LING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Assoelation
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: 22.08 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
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the better for having suffered. We
respect the fellow educated in the
"school of hard knocks." We like to
be able to say, "I came up the hard
way."
Suffering is a great builder of
character. We look upon the fellow
who hasn't suffered as a wishy-washy
type — as spoiled and undependable.
For centuries perents and elders have
blamed the softness of life for the degeneration of youth — "It wasn't
that easy when I was a boy."
BUT THERE IS more to suffering
than character building. Much of it
costs us tremendously and persists in
spite of good character. The loss of
a dear one; the misery that comes
from failure; the terrible pain of
cancer. How should we take it?
Simply by "grin and bear it" philosophy?
Wasted — that's what suffering is
when it is merely endured — when
it has no meaning other than the
toleration of pain. Christianity never
promised a life without suffering, but
it can stop the needless waste.
JESUS CHRIST, the founder of
Christianity, was known as the Man
of Sorrows. His crucifixion was the
most painful suffering in history. At
the same time it was the most valuable. Jesus suffered and died for the
sins of man and re-opened the gates
of Heaven sealed shut by the sin of
Adam and Eve.
Our sufferings are not wasted
when they are offered for the name
valtable purpose that Jesus had —
to repair the wrong done to God by
the sins of man. In this way suffering
is a stepping stone to Heaven.
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mal opening of their new shoe
store on Maui St. next door to
Bennett Drug Store. The new
arranged
store is artistically
and decorated in modernistic
style, and represents one of
the finest stores in this entire
territory.

After defeating Milburn 19
to 13, in the first game of the
regional tournament held at
Murray, Fulton lost its battle
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Homra with the strong Kirk.sey team
proudly announce the birth of 58 to 25.
a son, born- Saturday morning,
BAILDSTOWN LEGEND
March 13th, at their home on
Walnut Street_
A doubtful legend, cherished
by the citizens of Bardstown,
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Moon an- is that Louis Philippe, Duke of
2 lb. Orleans and later King of
/
nounce the birth of a 51
son, James Marshall, born Fri- France, was a resident of the
March 12th, at the Ful- little town for a while, dining
ton Hospital
which time he taught French
and dancing to the chidren of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Newhouse the gentry and worked at the
announce in this issue the for- watchmaker's trade.
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Kentucky

Plus Color Cartoon

Windage

POPEYE IN
NEARLY WEDS

117 P. W.
Kentucky, most famous whisthe
in
area
key-producing
world, will soon have a suitable museum on the subject:
on April 22 the Barton Distilling Company will open an allindustry "Museum of Whiskey
Bardsin
History"... located
town.
documents,
historical
Any
bottles or other exhibits hereabouts that could be constributed on temporary loan to
the museum are welcomed,
says the Barton Company. Address correspondence to them
at Bardstown.
Didn't say anything about accepting live human eyhibits, of
which we have several, but
then, what community, anywhere in the world doesn't.

ballot lists only
nomination
George Burnette of FHS from
Fulton or Hickman counties.
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Money for the settlement of
Middlesboro was supplied by
British investors; A large tract
was bought and settlers began
to arriVe in 1989. The wide
streets of the new city bore
the name of English Shires. By
1890, ,Middlesboro had 10,000
inhabitants, two railroads,
hotels stores, churches, an arificial lake and one of the first
golf courses in the United
States. But in 1893. with the
fall of the great London banking house, Baring Bros. & Co.,
abandoned.
was
Middlesboro
The coal industry later brought
back recovery and prosperity.

The night police 'telephone
Want to try your luck at
in Clinton is located in a lockbeing a song writer' BM1
the
corner
of
ed box at the
point, out in a current release
Court square, and. when some- to the peels Iffir-nciiidY”, curone calls the number at night rent hit, was written by a
a loud bell rings that can be fourth-year
student
medical
heard all over the square, the and a young promoter; that the
Gazette reports in a recent hit "Young Love" was written
article. Originally only one in two hours by a 20-year-old
policeman had a key to the
boy and an 18-year-old girl in
box, and the Dept found ithaving ever
Atlanta, neither
self in quite a situation recently when the lone key was lost tried writing before
and the cops couldn't get in.
A tough operator and his
to answer the phone for sevlove
eral weeks. Now everyone on equally tough wife had a
spat and were driving down a
the Dept has a key.
country road in silence. A mule
See where the Louisville in a roadside pasture brayed.
"A relative of yours?" asked
Lions Club is -sponsoring an
all-star basketball game be- the sour operator.
"Yeah, by marriage." carne
tween high school players of
Kentucky and Indiana. The the sweet reply.
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TURNING BACK THE CLOCK immar.
Marsh 19, 1927
Robert Bard was elected exalted ruler, Wrenn Coulter was
Carl
Secretary, and
named
Hastings chosen Treasurer at
the annual election of officers
of the Fulton Elks Club Monday night. Other officers named for the ensuing year were:
H. H. Bugg, esteemed leading
knight; Ward Johnson esteemed loyal knight; E. Huffman,
esteemed lecturing knight; Ed
Wade, tyler; N. G. Cooke,
trustee.
Engraved certificates paying
tribute to more thin 22,000 individual years of "safety first"
work
supervision of railway
have been newly issued to 3,824 supervisory employes of
the Illinois Central System.
Twenty-eight residents of Fulton and vicinity are recipients
of cards signed by President
L. A. Downs certifying five or
more years of safe supervision
up to and including '38. F'. J.
Goodman, conductor, Fulton 10
years; H. E. Jones, locomotive
engineer, Fulton, 11. years; F.
M. Haney, engineer, Fulton, 11
years; J. T. Adams, engineer,
Fulton 11 years; George Imhoff,
engineer, Fulton 11 year; L
W. Braswell, engineer, Felton
11 years; J. B. Hester, Fulton
11 years. Others of Fulton: M.

Braswell, engineer 9 years; J
T. Price. engine forman. 8
years; J. S. Omar, engine foreman 8 years; C. L. Newton,
engine foreman. 8 years; C.
foreman, 8
Linton, engine
years; Tom Hales, engine foreman, 8 years; Joe Gates, engine
foreman, 8 years; E. R. Bell,
signal maintainer, 8 years; T.
S. Humphries, locomotive engineer, 5 years; J. Huddleston,
locomotive engineer, 5 years;
J. H. Howard, locomotive engineer, 5 years; S. R. Stinde,
engineer, 5 years; E. A. Copple,
conductor, 5 years; J. C. Koelling, conductor, 5 years; R. W.
Gerrad, conductor, 5 years; T.
E. Norris, conductor, 5 years.
A wedding of much interest
to her many friends in Fulton is that of Miss Mary V.
Curlin of Pueblo, Colorado, to
John Rnald MacLean, iffso of
Pueblo. The ceremony was performed Saturday, Feb. 27. Mrs.
MacLean is the daughter of Mrs.
P. B. Curlin of Union City.
She was a member of the
South Fulton high school faculty several years ago and
made many friends in Fulton
who wish her much happiness.
The groom ia associated with
his father in newspaper work
in Pueblo.
G. J. Shepherd replaced C.
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BROUGHT BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND - - -

aims
as today's teenager

and terrific!
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In last week's paper we carried a
very informative "letter to the Editors" from a distant subscriber relative to the city manager form of government, and we hope that if you
are a resident of Fulton living in the
corporate limits that you read it. It
outlined a very able system of local
government for a small community.
However, many residents will hesitate to make a local change and it
was not our intention of suggesting
that we throw out our present Mayor- and-Council form of government; just
make more efficient use of it . . .
which we can probably do without
having to legally change anything.
As we see it, we have two alternatives to consider: both are aimed
at taking the work load off the councii's back but not removing their
authority and their power to accept
or reject as they please at regular
council meetings.
We can elect our mayor, pay him
a good salary and ask him to
devote full-time to the job, much as
a city manager, overseeing all work
of all departments but being subject
to will of the council as he is now,
or we can support the idea of the
Mayor and council hiring a well-paid
city superintendent or manager or
whatever you may want to call him,

D. Sayler as manager of the
A. & P. Food store here Monday. He came here from Madisonville, Ky., where he was also connected with this company. Mr. Sayler has been
transferred to Jackson, Tenn.
where he will be in charge of
a company store. Mr. and Mrs.
Shepherd have taken an apartment at Mr. and Mrs. Hornbeak's on Carr St.

Itf

Let's get the load off the Council's Back

My PAUL INICHOU1 I

I JUDGE PARKER
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that
Penicillin
will
control
bloat, but could not find a
desirable way to give it to
cattle regularly. At long last
a penicillin-salt mixture that
really works.
Check with your local veterinarian or coty agent on
just when the material will be
(By William Chvess)
available. A well protected salt
The
reserve probox is needed since the res a lung term program
searchers caution not to get the gram is
designed to assist farmers to
salt mixture wet.
divert a portion of their cropWith JIM PRYOR
Last Chance To Tune-Up
land from production of exArinthwel Www*, Moth (word Wised
Regular tractor tune-ups are cessive supplies of
Agriculturmore profitable than you think. al commodities, and to
Bloat hi Cattle and
carry
If
you
will
check
tractor
your
out soil, water, forest, and
Sheep Stopped
and see if it needs attention a, wildlife conservation
practices.
PENCILLIN GIVES CONTROL savings may result with more in carrying out this program
The answer to the dreaded horsepower. Nebraska College the Secretary will enter into
Engineers
found contracts with producers to (1)
farm problem of bloat may be Agriculture
available to farmers by bloat they could increase horsepower share the cost of establishing
from 5% to 14% and cut fuel approved conservation practices
Season this year, according to consumption 9%
on the conservation reserve,
by
researchers in Mississippi They the cooling system, cleaning and (2) to make
annual payadjusting
seem to have the best method valve
tappets and
ignition ments to . such producers for
to control eioart that has been
the
conservation
points, adjusting the carbure- maintaining
thus far 'developed.
tor and cleaning the combus- uses for the term of the conThey have been confident tion
chamber. Cleaning the tract.
- combustion chamber of carbon
Land Eligible
deposits give about the largest
Land eligible to be designatincrease of any operation. This ed as the conservation reserve
is one point that is not con- is limited to cropland, lend desidered in the average tune- voted to tame hay which does
up. If your tractor has nqt not require annual tillage, and
been worked on for several Land that was tilled or in reseasons it would be a good gular crop rotation during the
idea to give this tune-up con- year preceding the conservation reserve program contract.
sideration.
Mosey An Important Farm Tool Land not eligible is land designated in the acreage reserve,
The three factors that con- program, and
government and
trol production on the farm: owned land.
For the minimum
Land, Labor and Capitol. Lets and maximum
number of acres
take a look at just what has that
may be put into the conWadi•thee and mobil Tea
happened to these three items servation
reserve program consuet mar the
in the past few years. 'Our tact your
local ASC office.
besot, of Ibis &e
L.
s=
land
area
has
remained
about
well paint
Contracts
the
same,
labor
been
has
greatGerm/was velem
In order for producers to enBeady Se usft Rosy
ly reduced_ and to take up the
ter into the conservation reto apply. Oos plies
slack capitol requirements have
serve program, a soil bank
dose Use mrage
soared up like a jet.
This
conservation contract must be
room at
...
makes money a most important
filled out and signed by the
farming tool. Use credit wise- producer
having control of the
Exchange Furniture Co. ly, but by all means use it.
farm. The
contracts
period
Phone 35
Church St.
shall not be less than 3 calSave Money — Shop In Fulton endar years nor more than 15
calendar years. There are several different provisions controlling the length of the contract, and the type of conservation practices to be carried
out. The county committee determines the type of cover and
offers
conservation program to be
and aids the farmer
1. Funeral Services in all price ranges to fit all followed,
in setting up his contract period.
financial circumstances
Violations
2. Full Credit on Tenn. Burial Policies.
In the event the Secretary
determines that there has been
TELEPHONE 88
406 EDDINGS ST.
a violation of the contract he
may (1) terniinate the contract

CONSERVATION
NOTES

Assess

'Femme

Euper h
Super'
Kern-Tone

Whitnel Funeral Nome

•

STANDARD
OIL

eit

10qm

4,

By John Prearice & Fred Dickenson

STAMPING OUT
CRIME IS IMPORTANT—
BUT RIGHT NOW I'M ON
MY WAY 70 BUY EASTER

SEALS, TO HELP GOME
CRIPPLED CHILDREN TAKE
THEIR FIRST STEPS
TOWARD A HAPPIER
LIFE!

and cancel all rights to annual
and cost sharing payments, and
request that such payments be
forfeited; and refunded with
8% interest, (2) not terminate
the contract, but merely make
adjustments to the annual and
cost sharing payments. A civil
penalty may be imposed on
any producer who knowingly
and willingly grazes or harvests any crop from any acreage in violation of a contract
equal to 50% of the amount
payable for
compliance with
such contracts for the year in
which the violation occurred.
Also considered a violation is
the filing of a claim which the
producer knows that he is not
entitled to, including a claim
for a cost sharing payment
which is not carried out to
meet all requirements.
Payments
A annual payment will be
made to the producer on the
farm for the period of the contract upon determination by
the county committee that they
have fulfilled the provisions of
the contract entitling them to
such payments. The total of
all annual payments under the
conservation reserve program

to any producer for any year
with respect ta Ji farms in
which he has in interest shall
not exceed $5,00e.C3 except
with the approval of the Secretary. The total annual payment
limitation may be revised in any
case where the entire eligible
land on the farm is dc ignated
as
conservation
reserve
or
where the erosion limitation is
warranted in order to more
effectively accomplish the purpose of the program. For full
details of the conservation reserve erogram, interested producers should contact the local
ASC office.
Transferring pattern
markings to the cut-out garment
with tracing wheel is more accurate and quicker than marking with tailor tacks or chalk.

The Fulton News
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RETIRED EXEC IN
HICKMAN C-C POST

The art course, Materials and
Methods of Art in Elementary
Schools 215 a, is a three hour
course which meets on Tuesday nights from 4:15 to 7:30.
The art course is conducted by
the Murray State extension department.
Mr. Jackson, instructor of
the course, is an art graduate
of Georgetown college. He is
doing graduate work at Columbia university;

Erie Ezell, retired government executive who served the
Corps of Engineers 33 years
before returning to live in
Hickman, has accepted the post
of Secretary of the Hickman
Cl..aniber of Commerce.
Mr. E7-11 r-tirce ir. Decernber 1958. Tee Eeeft; made their
home in St. Louis where Mr. Listen to 'WFUL for latest news!
Ezell
was
instrumental
in
creating the office there serving as chief civilian of Engieeer S"'- ply Controls. He also
worked for the Corps in Memphis, St. Paul, Minn. and Washington, D. C. where he was
responsible for creating the
Engineer Supply Control Office, a division of the Corps
of Engineers.
Born in Rives, Tenn., he
moved to Hickman as a child
graduating from Hickman High
School. He is also a graduate
of Bowling Green University
in Bowlini Green,, Ky. The
Ezells at present make their
home, "The Willows," on Route
2, Hickman.

22 Teachers Take
Art At Cayce Hi
Approximately
22 school
teachers are enrolled in an
Murray State College extersion
art course being conducted at
Cayce High school under the
direction of MSC art instructor, Richard Jackson.

1

CITY DRUG CO.
i08 Lake Street

Phone 70

•

The advantages of a Federal Bank loan:
Low interest rate
Long term — 10 to 33 years
Privilege of repayment at any time

Batteries

Complete Line
For all makes of hearing aids!
Visit mir !Jeering Aid Department as your first opportunity.

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE, Inc.
Fulton

MR FARMER:

•04
..

Hearing Aid

Can be found in our
baby department. Baby
Gif ts and everyday
necessities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

These loans are made to:
Buy land
Buy machinery
Buy\ livestock
Build or repair buildings or fences

OBION-WEAKLEY National Farm Loan Association
108 Washington Avenue, Telephone 453
Union City, Tennessee
This office serves only Obion and Weakley counties.

100PontiactFREE.
•••

TO PROVE TO YOU WHAT THE
EXPERTS ALREADY KNOW ABOUT
AMERICA'S NUMBER 0 ROAD CAR! _

/lave y_o_ez Oued

SUPER
CROWN
EXTRA
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Drive the Champ!

.our newest gasoline which
set the pace in Progress and Performance

••

To insure continued public confidence (upon
which the sales leadership of our gasolines is
based) we were first to offer Southern motorists a third and Super quality gasoline—designed to give top performance from highercompression engines... . No fuel available in
this area could get maximum performance
from the new, higher-compression engines
until we offered SUPRR CROWN Ernie.
Try a full tank of Surma Csovat EXTRA.
Then decide whether the Unproved perform,slice is worth the small extra cost to you.
Only you can tell whether it's CROWN.
Caowt( EXTRA or Suraa CROWN EXTRA for
yaw car/

la=

•

First the automotive writers said, "Keep your eye on Pontiac...

this one's a sleeper"! Then the California Highway Patrol
chose Pontiac after three days of grueling competitive tests of
six of America's top performers. Next, in the top stock car event of
the year, NASCAR's 160-mile Daytona Grand National*,
Pontiac outperformed everything on the beach including
supes-charged and fuel injection carol
NOW IT'S YOUR TURN—Slip into that roomy driver's seat. Gently
nudge the accelerator and feel Pontiac's barrel-chested 347 cu. in.
Strato-Streak V-8 go ink) action. Put its instant response
and Precision-Touch Control to a traffic test. Choose your own
rough stretch and feel it disappear under Pontiac's Level-Line
Bide. Then head for the open road and give that deep-breathing
power plant a chance to show its mettle in the fresh open air.
Man— you're got a champ on your hands for sure! And to make it
even ntore fun—there's a chance to win a free Pontiac! Just follow
the ULIIttlieti021/ at the right— you may be a winning driver!

a Aelativiet

14*
Air1dila/
4

•41.4:•••

HERE'S ALL YOU DO!
Go to your nearest

authorized Pontiac dealer
during April and test drive
the 1957 Pontiac.
Fill out tits official entry
blank and deposit it with
your dealer.
That's all there is to ill

2

111.111aT TO LOCAL

1•1414
•
. YOC1 Fr..., •
el I •,
4 f40d ft.
•

•
.CIATTONA IMANN NATIONAL CHAMPS
A stock 317-11.p. Pontiac with Tri-Power Corberetionentn300st option on any modM-beot all competing cars
relecictftest of size, power et price in Itte biggest Poolt oat
WtrapottNon at the Yowl

••••Zil•••

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED PONITIAC DEALER

•

DRIVE THE SURPRISE CAR OF THE YEAR

11)
CLUSIFIED ADS
ILL KINDS OF loll made
while you wait. Forrester%
Shoe Shop, 20$ MainWANTED AT ONCE — Rawleigh Dealer in Fulton er
Hickman Counties or City
of Fulton. See or write Bill
Johnson Box 352, Russell
Springs or write Rawleigh's,
Dept. KYC - 1071 - R Prosport, M.
BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fulton at 'Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

S

HAVE YOU shopped at our
large display room for your
needs? See our
plumbing
huge stocks of kitchen and
fixtures;
newest
bathroom
styles, colors; prices to fit
your pocketbook. Open anytime, day or night at 909
Arch Street. "We carry parts
materials". Campbell's
and
Shop, Telephone
Plumbing
1037R.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Churcn Street
WANTED to
buy: standing
timber. R. V. Miles, Route
2, Sharon, Tenn.
CLEAR plastic seat covers for
1957 model cars, only $17.95
at
Charlie
Scates Store,
Church Street, Fulton.
SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
WIZARD air conditioner 2 hp.
completely
automatic
push
button. Only $299.95. Western Auto Store.
SHOE repairing while-U-Wait.
Forrester's Shoe Shop.
•
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caklwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
DAY OR NIGHT wrecker service; phone 38 during the
daytime and 1917 or 1701-R
at night. Taylor Chevrolet
Company, Fulton.
FREEZERS while they last 20
cubic ft. Only $279.95 15 cubic ft. only $229.95. Western
kuto Store.
FOR SALE: Good, going major
brand gas station doing good
business, local and transient.
Old established busines s.
Write Box 441, Union City,
Tennessee.
NEED
A
rubber stamp?
Prompt service available at
the Fulton News office.
PLASTIC Water pipe /
1
2" only
$7.00 per 100 ft. 34" only
$10.00 per 100 ft. Western
Auto Store.
TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities
Service on Fourth Street and
Maynard's Cities Service on
Martin Highway!
CHEVROLET owners use genuine Chevrolet parts for best
performance, service, satisfaction. Available in Fulton only at Taylor Chevrolet Company, *Your Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer in Fulton".
Lake Street, phone 38.
ADMIRAL Appliances: lead the
field in quality products at
low, low prices. 12.3 Cu. ft.
upside
refrigerator.
down
frozen food
Large
locker
$399.95 with giant trade-in
allowance. See Admiral Appliances at Wades. He's looking for a trade. "Trade with
Wade and Save."

WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths, Forrester's
ShOe Shop.
WELLS DRILLED Mr industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workman.
Write or call Watson Co,
Pisan* 261, Fulton, Ky.
LAV/NBOY mowers rewind
starter, just
electric
and
plug in 110 volt house current. Western Auto Store.
FARM LOANS: Long term,
low interest rates on real
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
61, Fulton.
SOFT-LITE rubber-base paint
only $4.95 gallon. All popular colors. Exchange FurniCompany, Church
ture
Street, Fulton.
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
To provide working capital,
term.
long
interest,
low
Charlie Stephenson, Phone
61, Fulton.
USED CARS: We are in a position to offer the public good
used cars with nothing down
and up to 21 months to pay.
See Dan or Ellis at Taylor
Chevrolet Lake Street, Fulton.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
REGISTERED

POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The NEWS is authorized to
announce the candidacies of the
following for office, subject to
the DemocraUc primary May
28, 1967:

• MIDDLE ROAD
Mrs. Jeff Harrison 12

FOR COUNTY JUDGE
Homer Roberts
John C. Bondurant
Dee L. McNeill
We want to extend our deepeat sympathy to the family of
Mrs. Paschall who died last
week, she was the grandmother
of Charles Ray Brown.
FOR COUNTY COURT CLARK
Also we want the family of
Kathryn Kelly Lannom
Mrs. W. O. Meadows to know
Patsy Harrison Gann
they have- our sympathy in the
loss of their loved one. Mrs.
FOR MAGISTRATE
paternal
was
Meadows
the
(District Two)
grilndmother of Virginia Potts
Clyde Corum
of our office.
A. I. Cox
Several of the girls enjoyed
W. G. ("Bill") Mays
honoring Joan Owensby and
Marion 0. Champion
June McKinney on their 22nd
FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLIIRR Birthday with dinner at the
Derby
Cafe
last
Thursday
John B. Stayton
evening. Those attending were.
Ruth Johnson
the honorees, Bobbie Brown,
FOR TAX COMMISSIONER Virginia Forrest, Mary Frances
Elmer Murchison
Roberts, Mary Ann Williams,
Mrs. Bessie Cloar Rose
Marion Lee Ray, and Heler
Campbell. They presented Joan
FOR COUNTY JAILER
and June with two blouses, a
Lowery
Marvin
Luther Adams
- Tea saganiv
M. E. ("Red") Garrison
I. D. Alexander
Ancil A. Royer

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
James H. Amberg

HOSPITAL NEWS

NURSES WANTED
Two (2) RN's for 3 to 11 and
11 to7 shifts in modernly equipped, air
conditioned
35-bed
hospital. Salary, $285 month for
5-day week. Annual vacation,
sick leave, social security, hosApply:
benefits.
pitalization
Virginia Huff. R. N., Director
of Nursing, Caldwell County
War Memorial Hospital, Princeton, Ky.

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV
Any

make—any

model

WOOD & PRUITT TV
Phone 211—
Main St.
•
Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

WOODRUFF STUDIO
Where

you

have the

can

finest portraits and commercial work done!
• •

MOHAWK CARPET
WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM 'SIZE

Call us to estimate your jobl
We also install linoleum, aspAt the American Legion Build- halt tile, rubber tile and plastic
tile
ing on Fourth Street; across
Bob

from

•

White

•

Motor Com-

FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture Company
208 Lake Street
Phone 1

pany.

.—JUST ARRIVED !

Federal And Mato

INCOME

NEW 1957

TAX

REPORTS

WALLPAPERS!

Filed and mailed

EXCHANGE

F.

S. JOHNSON

FURNITURE COMPANY 456 Lake St.
Church St.

FARM

Fulton

LOANS

Long Terms-

Fulton, Ky.

Phone: $2; home 765

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

-Easy Payments

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
—Insurance—
Farm

List your
and town Property
with the

WHY PAY MORE?
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—

USED CARS AND PARTS
Phones:
Garage 9134; Home 1795

ARTHRITIS?
SALISAN

CITY DRUG COMPANY

skirt, and some oriental plaques.
Welcome home to Harry and
Janie Barber. Harry has received his discharge from the
Air Force in order to help his
father who is unable to do
heavy work on the farm, we
are very glad to have them
back in Fulton.
Mary Ann and Ray Williams
have been enjoying bowling on
Mayfield,
Saturday nights in
with several friends of theirs.
Mrs. John Jones, Mrs. H. E.
Smith, Mrs. Ruth Cloys and
enjoyed
Jackson
Ray
Mrs.
shopping in Greenfield and in
Union City, Thursday and then
dinner at Mrs. Jackson's Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Sammons
and daughter. Lynn, of Memphis, Tenn.. enjoyed visiting
relatives in Fulton over the
weekend.
Helen Allen is convelacing at
home after undergoing surgery
in the Haws Memorial Hospital
last week. The girls at the
telephone office presented her
with a nice piece of lingerie.
Mrs. Homer Wilson is convelacing at borne after being
in the Fulton Hospital for several days. We're glad to know
she is feeling better.
Mrs. Otis Bizzle is a patient
in the Haws Memorial Hospital. We wish her a speedy recovery.
as
Paul
Mrs.
Mr. and
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs Chas.
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson enjoyed visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Chas Ray Brown, Monday evening.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Hensley who have
a lovely new Mercury.
Eunice Seath, Anna Sizzle
and Hazel Clark shopped in
Paducah last week.
Patty and Wallace Brockwell
spent Thursday in Detroit visitmoving
ing her mother and
their furniture to Fulton.

Bring your repair jobs to

ROSE BUSHES
59c
NOW is the ideal time to set out

WE PRINT hundreds of thousands of envelopes, statement% letterheads, business
cards and office forms yearly for businessmen all over
the Ken-Tenn area, right in
our own well-equipped shop.
Send us your next order. The
Fulton News, phone 470:
"The printing number".

BEN
200

LAKE ST.

FRANKLIN
FULTON

PHONE 158

ANNOUNCEMENT
We take great pleasure in

announcing to the
people of Fulton, South Fulton, and surroundwig communities, that we have added Mr.
James Needham to
staff.
Mr. Needham, and his wife, Carolyn, arrived
in Fulton Monday, March 11th, and have an
apartment in the funeral home, 302 Carr
Street.

our

Mr
'
Needham has just been graduated from
the Kentucky School of Mortuary Science,
Louisville, Kentucky, and is now entering into
his chosen profession. He is thoroughly trained
in all of the most advanced practices of em-

balming and restorative art.
We take great pride in the fact that we offer
the most highly trained personnel in our work.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME, INC
Phone 7

302 Carr Street, Fulton, Kentucky
Walker Voelpel

Roth Homilies&

James Needham

Peel Heeil1WE-001...1.11

Gild FREE vacation information at
GRA43
. 1 FURNITURE

COMPANY

-

NEW SAMSONITE TRAVEL BUREAU!

All 45-in wide

89c yd.

NOVELTY DRESS MATERIALS
yard

89c yd.

POSTED and No-hunting signs;
for-rent signs, made to your
specifications. Prompt service, economical prices. The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.

BIG CHOICE OF SPRING COTTONS
69c 59c 49c yd.
SPRING WOOLENS
These are regular
$2.50 values for

1.95 yd.

Wondering where to vacation? How to get there?
Where to stay? Just check in now at our new
Samsonite Travol Bureau for all the answers!
You get full information on outstanding vacation
paradises in
erica! It's the newest, easiest,
quickest way f r you and your family to plan
wonderful vaca on trips!
And wherever ou go, take
Samsonite reamlite—the
Luggage that out-travels all
others! Shown here . . .
Ladies' Wardrobe, $25.00,
Ladies' Train ease, $17.50.
Com* in now—no charge,
DO effort to- get detsiiis for
your best vacation e• er!
All I.

UNION CITY REMNANT STORE
209 Lee St.

Union City, Tenn.
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BEAUTIFUL SPRING SHADES!

Values up to $2.59
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Values up to

Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
108 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 845

today!

March 28, 1967

with Mr. and Mrs. George and Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
Black and family.
visited Saturday night with Mr.
We want to welcome Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Davia visited Fri- and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Mrs. Ray Jackson into our day night with Mrs. Jeff HarMr. and Mrs George Black
community.
rison.
and family had as their guests
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bard
Mr. and Mrs A. L Cox and Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
are the parents of a new
daughter. Congratulations Glenn family had as their guests Fri- Black and Ruby. Mr. and Mrs.
day night the Rev. Jack Smith James Black and Garlond Wiland Betty.
Last Monday Mrs. W. D. In- of Columbus and the Rev. and liams, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Herrison, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
man and Mrs. George Black Mrs. L G. Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. L C.. Davis Bolton and Charles Hubert.
and Telitha visited Mrs. Jeff
Harrison.
Mrs. M. P. Inman
visited
Mrs. Cecil Burnett..
Mrs. A. L Cox visited Wednesday with her mother and
sister in Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawson
daughter, Mrs. George
and
Relief From Pain Due To All
Black, Telitha and Betty Ebert
visited Wedhesday night with
Rheumatic Affections, or Your
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton
/lonely Back. Ask For
and Charles Hubert.
Emma Lou Cox spent Thursday night with Joyce Button.
Mr. and Mts. Charles Hancock and family spent one day
the past week with Mr and
Mrs. W. D. Inman.
Mrs. A. L. Cox was a visitor.
AT
Of the. Montgomery Homemakers, which met, in the home of
Mrs. James Hepler last Thursday.
LA* Street
Fulton
Phones 70, 428
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Stroud
and family visited. 14iday night

WEBB'S

rose bushes: get yours from us

Fulton News Thursday

Wick Smith'Agency

PE l'E'S GARAGE
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
FOR THE BEST Deal on Office
U. S. 51 North
Fulton, Ky.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See them when you want
See James 0. Butts at The
Across From Zippy Cafe
to BUY OR SELL
Harvey
Co.,.
Caldwell
24-HOUR
WRECKER AND
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone
Phone 674. We trade for your AO6 Maki St.
GARAGE SERVICE
Old equipment.
JUNK YARD

2-YEAR OLD
FIELD GROWN

The following were patients
in the local hospitals Wednesday morning.
Jones Hospital: Mr. and Mrs.
T. Pit Scott, Martin; Mrs. 0.
G. Clark, Water Valley; John
Welch, Dukedom; Mrs. Effie
Frankum, Mrs. Terinie McWorter, Louis Stevens, Charles
Parks, Mrs. Wardell Brashers,
Mrs. Mary lienline, Mrs. G.
W. Clark and baby. Margaret
Guthrie, Brooks Oliver, Mrs
JaMes Parks and baby, Mrs.
Rudell Elliott and baby, David
Sutten, all of Fulton. Ky.
Hawes Memorial: Mrs. Jean
Yates, J. A. Wilkenson, Mrs.
Louis Armstrong, Mrs. W. T.
Bowden, all of Dukedom; Mrs.
Perry Noles, Calver City, Ky.;
Mrs. James Choate, Union City;
John
Graham, Cayce; Judy
Jeffress, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Homa Fugerson,
Mrs. J. D.
Miller, Mrs. Sarah Lenton, Mrs.
James Haygood, Mrs. A. B.
Cowell, Mrsi Thomas G. Jones,
Mrs. Lehmon Boulton, Mrs.
Howell Larson, Miss Mamie
Stevens, Mrs. Otis Bizdle, all
of Fulton, Ky.
Fulton- Hospital- Mrs. Charles
Jobe, Luther Pickens, Mrs. J.
H. Nethery, all of Water Valles", James Edward Vaughn,
Marvin Vaughn. Edmund Clark,
Mrs. Bill Puckett, J. B. Norman, Mrs. J. B. Norman, all of
Wingo; Mrs. Ora Lee Cole,
Hickman. Mrs. Rebecca Maya,
Mrs. Mitchell Powell, both of
Dukedom. Mrs. Jessie Smith,
Clinton. Mrs. Radie Stroud,
Clinton; Mrs. Mark Reed, Martin; Mrs. Ed Willingham, Mrs.
R. V. Putnam, Sr., Mrs. Ella
Frields, Miss Juanita Gambit
Charley Dulin, Mrs. Willie Joe
Durham and baby. Mrs. Glynn
Bard and baby. Mrs. Jay Hopkins, Walker Conn, Mrs. C. R.
Hogg, B. B. Stephenson, Bin
Morris Mrs. Mike Fry all of
Fulton, Ky.
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT ST.

PHONE 185

FULTON, KY.
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